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negro at her heels and her dress
hanging from her knees."
Mr. Hale suggested that al the proceeding was Informal, the motion
should be withdrawn and brought In
proper shape tomorrow, and Mr. Tillman consented.
Here Mr. Hopkins
Interposed an Objection to the entire
proceeding, saying that he saw "no
more reason why the senate should
investigate the affairs of the president's household than that the president should investigate the personal
affairs of the senator from South Carolina."
Mr. Hale Said that be had not protended to bind any senator by assenting to such a resolution, but personally he would not appose tile "solui

tion.
Mr. Daniel entered a most earnest
plea With Mr. Tillman not to present
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Mutual German Steamer Picks Up Hapless
Man Who Tells Awful Tale

Deny Pub-

Is Unsafe.

of Privation.

i'ii murders of
Chicago, Jan. r
within less
four North Side
district not
than two m. oiili
more than a mile square, and parlie-- j
ulirly the most wanton murder In thei
city's crime annals of Mrs. Beagle Hoi- lister on Krid iy Sight, has stirred the
ultlsens of that section to indignation'
that will find volee In a huge DISSS
111. "ling
to be held Some time this
u.ek. Many residents of that part
ulvislng
lown are arming and at
their Ives to go irnied. and the ft el
Ing Is strong throughout the city that
something must be done to slop the
murders.
The crimes which have aroused so
much feeling were the killing of
Reese at 200 Kvunxtnn avenue
on the night of November
the Aim- and suicide,
murder
which occurred in an alley at North'
Clark street ami Buckingham cotfri on
January r,; the. murder of Mis. UOU Hughes Gentry in her home at 5X2 li
Salle avenue the following day. audi
Hie killing of Mrs. BeSkle Hollislor on

I rift
on
Savannah. QeV. Jan i;
a gang plank from n
k U isi Bat- unlay mottling until
lock Monday
afternoon without loud ot w it r, Carl
Sunnier, the only known survivor of
a party of thirteen neopb
aboard the
B

H.
schooner Robert
Stevenson, was picked up by the (.crinan steamer Kuropa. bound from
Philadelphia for Savannah, Monday
:4..".S north, lon- afternoon to tatilu
giiiidi 85.52 west, and brought to Sa
Itesldes
Mill! lí todav.
the ship's
crew, there were four women alio lt d.
the wife of the captain, two relatives
and a colored servant, all going to
Havana on a le isure trip.
Sumner was a famished skeleton
when rescued and bow he manav
to cling to his frul support for all
those
terrible hours alone on the
He is
ocean will remain a mystery.
utterly exhausted and will probably
be confined to his bed for many d.iv;
to come.
He told a harrowing tale cf
his experiences hut believes he was
out of. his lie, id much cf the time lie
Ki id iv.
on the gang plank.
Th oucleui of the movement for was marooned
the protection of helpless women Is In There Is little hope that any of the
the Lake View and r.uen.i clubs, or-- j crew of passengers escaped except
ganlzatlons composed of the most In- -, Sumner, and the fate of the Stevenlluentlal citizens of the North Side. son will rem tin I". ko.l in the deep.
Meettnn of the members of these
clubs will be held at once and plans
will he formulate for Issuing a call for
a convention to which all Iiw abiding
citizens are to be Invited.
Two of the officers and many of the.
clubs have suffered from highwaymen;
and burglars within the last few,
months, and the membership aS al
whole Is in the right temper to take,
summary action against those responsible for this species of lawlessness.
What measures (or the suppression1
of crime w ill be iken are not known,
hut It Is planned to raise a fund by
Indianapolis, Jan 17. The organipopular subsi riptloii to employ prl-- zation of the wage scale committee.
which was effected at n meeting held
at 7 o'clock tonight, was the first Step
toward tin' paramount business of the
convention of the United Mine Work-- j
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DA VE HILL WANTS
AN INVESTIGATION

Mr. Hill brought the matter before the association ut its annual
meeting here today.
Mr. Hill in offering his resolution
said: "The services rendered were
wholly and strictly professional. I declare that I never received from the
Kipiltoble society any moneys whatsoever for any political service or for
any polltlcui purpose."
sociation.

gress

With Flying Colors.

1

ers,

That an Increase In wuges will be
the principal feature of the report of1
the scale committee Is no longer inl
doubt, and there Is very little doubt
among the majority of the delegates
thut their requests for more money
will he readily conceded by the Opt

Washington, Jan.
The tafloOrtnew Denver. Colo,. Ian, 17. A special to
the text ef hotisi resolution No. III" News from Nogales, Aril., says:
10,1(1. introduced by Llttletleld, of
A. W. Sivles. superintendent of the
Maine, and referred t tin- committee Sultana mine, thirty-sevemiles from
on territories, in the mailer of Sttp- - Carbo, on the Sonera railroad has
pressing gambling In the territories of been slain by the V nulls, and the savage redskins are spreading terror in
lie I'nlted States:
"lie it enacted by the senate and that whole section, where a great
house of representatives of the Unit- - many American mining men are loed States of America In congress as- - cated.
waylaid by Indians
Say les was
sembled that any person In any of the
territories of the I'nlted Slates who about half way between the mine and
deals, plays, or carries on, opens, or, Carbo. while en riute to the latter
causes to be opened, or conducts, elth-e- r pines on horseback alons, Mis friends
as owner or employe, whether for in the mining caidp received the llrst
hire or not, any game of faro, rou- Intimation of hit fate when his horse
lette, monte, lansquenet, rouge et returned rlderhW
A searching
party found that he
noire, rondo, tan, fan tan. poker, seven
chuck-luck- ,
or had been slain bj- savages, robbed and
and a hair, twenty-one- ,
any hanking or percentage game, ni- Ills body left to; be devoured by coynny kind of a game, played with cards otes. Ills remains were Identified by
leeOB of clothing and
dice, or any device, for money, checks,
his saddle,
credit, or any other representative of which were found lying near his scal-ted bones.
value, Is guilty of misdemeanor and
Ills skull had been
shall he punished by a line of not less (rushed by some blunt Instrument.
than 1200 nor more than $5,000 and The trail taken by the savages was
by Imprisonment for not less than" two followed for a short distance into the
foothills, hut was ihandoned by th"
months nor more than one year.
Section 2. "That this act shall t ike IsearchlM party, who feured for their
awn lives.
effect Immediately upon Its passage."
n
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Municipality Would Recover Damages
In Sum Of I1.000.0M,
Chicago, Jan. 17. Suits were filed
by th" cltv of Chleao today In the circuit court against the I'nlon Traction
company for $1,500.000 and the Chicago City Railway company for IfOO.OOO
for alleged violations of city
The actions are based solel)
on the overcrowding of cars In December. There are 15.000 eases against the
Union Traction company and 5,000
eases against the City Railway company The damages asked are figured
at the maximum Hue provided In the
ordinances, $10u for eudh violation
ordl-nanc-

Birthday.
Celebrate
Boston. Mass., Jsn. 17. The state
and city united today In celebrating
the two hundredth anlversary of the
birth of Benjamin Km nkiin. public
exercises were held In Hymphony hall
In the presence of a large crowd.

t
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Washington, Jan. 17. Advices from
China te the department of state are
to the eg Set that
very slowly lint
surely the boycott movement against
United States goods is being crueüied
out by the (.'bínese authoritleK.
Th I
mail brought from Minister RooHhiH
the full text of the decree, enjoining
the provincial ofilcials to stamp out
the boycott. The department Is well
Satisfied with the terms of the decree,
regarding It as an evidence of an earnest desire on the part of the InVper-la- l
government to meet the wishes of
the United States.
Secretary Root now has some hope
thut legislation mny be hifcd ut the
present .session of congress liberalizing
the present Chinese exclusion act, to
an SXtsnl that will mollify the Chinese
population
home. 'Of course such
1' gisl ilion would
not meet the desires
of the considerable (dement In China
which looks for the complete removal
of all obstructions to Immigration, but
It Is believed that it can be had on
Unes that will satisfy the more Influential (dement In China by limiting the
exclusion solely to tibe cooly classes.
The Viceroy's Decree.
The text of the decree Issued hy thn
viceroy of the two Kuang provinces in
regard to Ihe boycott of American
OOdt i fcrred lo hy Minister Kock-hl- ll
is as follows:
"Ts'en, by Imperial appointment
a Junior guardian of the heir appard
ent, mi official of the first grade,
In tie
lo role
forbidden city, deooraited with the
yellow riding Jacket, honorary presiacting vice
dent of the Imán! of
president of the two Kuang provinces,
holding also the post of governor of
Kiiangliing and superintendent of the
maritime and local customs, issues this
proclamation:
"I have received a telegram from
the hoard of foreign affairs, saying:
" 'We have received I dispatch from
the American minister to the effect
that the viceroy of the Two Kuang
provinces Is still falling to take effective measures to suppress the loycott
agitation in his province against the
immigration treaty, and falls to cause
Mi. people to obey the Imperial edict,
and that he hopes we will favor him
wiih an Immediate reply giving assurance that such measures arc being
taken as he has requested; that If
negligence to enforce the Imperial orders continues, It will cause the people
to disrespect the Imperial edicts, and
may lead to serious disorder; thut he
h id received a
ommunicatlon from
the president of the fulled States sny.
Ing that the American government de.
sired to treal China with Justice, ibut,
on the other ban
could no! tolerate
Injustice from China; and lha-he
trusted we would see the importance
of prompt action in tills serious condition of affairs.
" 'As to this matter of protesting
against tin- Immigration treaty, It Is
your duty to comply with the Imperial
edict by effectively urging and leading
(the people). Now that the president
of th" Culled states has said that fair
treatment will be given, we hope that
you will at once obey the edict
you to conscientiously lead the
way, and earnestly labor to uiuse all
to attend to their private affairs and
avoid stirring up trouhle. We trust
also that you will promptly telegraph
us in reply, detailing the mensures
Which you are luklng In Hie matter.'"
The Vicelofs Stall no ill.
As to this matter of the merchant i
ol the Two Kuang discontinuing the
purchase of American (foods in protest
against the Immigration treaty, I
sometime ago received an Imperial
edict directing me to order Ihe merchants that they must carry on bt
Iness as usual and unite to preserve
the peace, and thtit, If any Ignorant
irons should sow suspicion and stir
up trouble. I iniift deil severely wllh
Hu m so as to prevent the outbreak of
disorder. This iSllct I had reverently
copied and published It 111 full for the
Information of all. I aleo Issued general Instruct Ions to all officers In my
jurisdiction to earnestly exhort and
bad the gentry, the merchantmen
and all Ihe people and cause them to
obey with trembling, and I directed
thut, If any persons should lie found
guilty of sowing suspicions and creating trouble they should be promptly
arrested and fined.
" "Afterward I received a telegram
from the board of foreign affairs staling that the American 'minister had
si ut them n dispatch to the effect that
the boycott of American gomia III
Canton still continued and wus cresting trouble, and asking that this un- just agitation be suppressed. I thre- proclamation,
another
in. on Ksucd
giving careful warning, all of which
the records will show.
Merchants muí the People Warned.
"I now find thut although th holding of meetings and the making of
speeches have been discontinued,
there Is, perhaps, reason to fear that
I
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London. Jan. 17. The most prominent feature of today's election returns is the wholly uiiexpeclid stand
made by Itiriinughaiii. Not only were
all of Joseph
seven
Chamberlain's
candidates returned, but Mr. Chamberlain himself Secured a majority of
."i.000, while the majority wf
others
averaged 3,000.
The results at Birmingham are of
the highest importance. They prove
Hie groundlessness of the Liberal contention that this general election has
killed the fiscal agitation for a generation to come.
Beside showing the confidence of
Birmingham In Mr. Chamberlain the
results there go also to eonllrm what
already has been noticed In Isolated
contests, that the candidates
who
openly professed protectionist leanings had good support and in some
eases were victorious.
afThe outcome at Birmingham
fords a striking contrast While Mr.
Balfour stands discredited as a leader,
with his supporters all swallowed up
and himself angrily criticised from
his own side, Mr. Chamberlain issued
from the contest with Hying cobos.
His courage to a large extent Justillos
him to persevere in his agitation, and
he is in a position to argue that it
was Mr. Halfour's timidity which lost
the campaign.
Many of today's polls will not be
declared until tomorrow, but those
published tonight show that Hi"
Liberal inl" still runs strong. London
lias gone distinctly Liberal, no less
satine,
than twelve seats showing Liberal
In Jerusalem alone Mr. Hratitt found gains.
more than one thousand American elt-- I
Countess Takes the stump.
tasns.
Lady Warwick, the court beauty,
Steamship Agents to Itlanie.
countess,
known as the democratic
g took a hand in the election struggle,
Violations of the Immigrant
will Continue, he declares, as long as addressing
her
and
"Comrades
then are agents and
of friends," the dock laborers of West
Steamship companies working on a Ham, in support of the dock lubor- commercial basis.
Those violations I era candidate. "Will" Thorm
The
are not confined to Ruropt alone, hut countess, in a dainty Parisian
tire flagrant in America,
tunic, braved the bleak wind while
publishers of newspapers In foreign from
tradesman's wagon she urged
languages, foreign clergymen and the laborers to work to secure an Inothers doing business here are ardent dependent labor party In the house of
missionaries in inducing immigrants commons. She asserted that die was
to come here for purposes of exploitonvlnced of the ultimate victory of
ation and arc equally interested in the democratic movement, and prophthe return traffic. The foreign priest esied that the new government would
and minister, he says, is a most dan- not last longer than eighteen months,
gerous meddler and political agita"You workers," said the countess,
It has became a favorite
tor.
ex"are the empire. Remember your repression, he says of "our colonies in sponsibility, and sow the seeds of freeAmerica."
dom for your children."
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Beit Trust Thai Postponed.
the Laws.
Chicago, .lair.
trial of the
o hav"
beef trust bSjBO which w.is
commenced today in the federal court
Washington. Jan. 17. In response!
before Judge Humphrey, was port- to
the Sulser resolution pasted by the
Thursday.
of
the
becaUSS
until
ioned
house. Secretary Mefcalf. of the d. -attorneys
illness of one of the
for the partmenl of commerce and labor, to?
packers.
day sent to the house the report if
the Special Immigrant inspector. MarHarry Succeeds líales Pro Tom.
Washington. Jan. 17. The app.dnt-- ; cus Uraitn w hich deals at great length
men! of .Major c.oueral Bates as chief with the character of the Immigrants
of stall' has left a vacancy in the of- - inning to this country and the alii-Ilee of assistant chief of staff Which imie of the European government on
Mr. Ilraun declares he
the matter.
will be temporarily filled by the asevidence that1
signment to the duties of that office has incontrovertible
of Brigadier (Jeneral Thomas Harry, w hile the number of aliens shipped to
,
who will, however, continue to serve this country who are Illegally load-as presidi o! of the army war colli ge. missible because of disease is dimití- Ishtngi immigrants inadmissible
for
ether reasons are constantly brought '
Public BnJIdtng Reported.
"by
Washington, Jan. 17. The senate into the country in large numbersHum-pean
buildings and the concerted action of some
Committee on public
governments and steamship Unos
grounds ordered favorable reports on
tor and by bankers and schemers of all
the bills making appropriations
new federal buildings in pari as fol- sorts."
He eites the fact that $50.000.000
lows: Denver. (1,(00,000; Port Worth.
last year from the United
Wye. Was sent Austria-Hungar1126,000;
Sheridan,
Texas.
y
St ates to
alone from
(110,000.
these immigrants.
"Not a single promise which th"
new Hungarian Immigrant law guaranteed." he says, "has been kept."
Mr. Bruin then t ikes up linmigra-- j
lion from Turkey. Asia Minor and
Syria. Speaking of the Armenians, lie
says that they emigrate to the Unit-- ,
ed States and as soon as they have
earned Sufficient money for their need
they return supplied with American
citizenship Papers and are continually
conspiring against the Turkish gov- erpweni, under the protection of
A merle
in eil izenship.
The same Is true in Syria and Pal- -
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Flagrant Violation

runs as ever."

the resolution,
Tillman Sheds Tear-:- .
Mr. Tillman declined tij accede to
the objection, declaring that his re- sentmenl of the mistreat merit of a
lady was such that he could not
reconcile silence ami Inaction With bis
Idea of propriety. Referring again to
the testimony of the witness, ills eye
I
tilled with tears, and his voice was
meal choked with emotion when inquoted one of the newspaper men. who
had been present as saying: "He had
sim e upbraided himself, with tears in
his eyes, even at he risk "f personal
injury, that he did not rush to the
'
resCU of Mis. Morris."
Mr. Tillman declared Ms determination not to be guided by their advice,
and closed with the reiteration of
his determination to bring In the resThe auuouucc-ocoaslonc- d
olution tomorrow.
a number of hurried conferences, and it is understood that as a
result of them Mr. Tillman will be
urged not to carry out his purpose.
Prominent senators on both sides said
that the resolution would command
but few votes.
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vate detectives to aid in driving the
from tac city. The
criminal element
fact that ' Chicago is "a Mecca for
i rooks of all kinds, from all parts of
the west, has been brought closely
home within the past two months to
persons who ordinarily pay little attention to police affairs, and the determination is strong that the condition must no be allowed to remain.
Fifty-fou- r
members have been committed in the city since July 28, in
twenty of which the victims have tx en
women, and of this number ten ol
the murderers have escaped.
The police are criticised freely.
Many of the patrolmen and detecttvO
are accused of being Incompetent, and
drunkenness, neglect of duty. Improper methods- - and petty grafting are laid
at the doors of subordinate officers.
is Victim ol Man With the Monocle Gels Terrifying Edict Issued to
chief of Pólice cuius today mad Says Country
a statement in which he claimed women were perfectly safe on the streets
of Chicago al any time.
He laid
Bad Chinese.
Steamship Agencies.
5,000 Majority.
the latest crime and all crimes of a
degenerto
"young
similar character
ates." The chief takes the view thai
the crime which cost Mrs. Holllstcr EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS
A BIG SURPRISE
COMES
CELESTIAL AUTHORITIES TRY
her life is sporadic In Its nature, and
not likely to he duplicated again In a
ARE IN ON THE DEAL
TO CRUSH THE MOVEMENT
THt ENGLISH ELECTIONS
long time.
"A woman Is as safe on the streets
Of I'hieaiTO now as she was at anv
t m,
The men Immigrant Inspector's Report Shows While Balfour Is Discredited Leader Secretary Root Hopes Present Con
said ':.er coiiins.

VICIOUS ARRAIGNMENT OF
PRESIDENT B Y FIRE EA TER
FROM SOUTH CAROLINA
"SecInterests of the administration.
retary i.oeb is the apothecary,"
he
said, "and pills on Panama, pills on
Koosevelt. pills on railroad rates and
pills on everything pertaining to public affairs arc admin st red In this way.
The newspapers have been the funnel
through which this quack physic has
been sent abroad, and when some
newspaper man refuses to print which
the president wants there Is gr. a
wrath at the executive mansion.
The Morris Incident.
Illustrative of same stories which
crop out "over or through the huts."
Mr. Tillman said that "the saddest
and most pitiful example of anything
that has ever been associated with the
name of a president was the recent
outrage on Mrs. Minor- - .Morris at t lie
White House." He said that only for
the transgression of some rule the woman silting quietly in tile office liad
been dragged rudely away, her clothes
torn, and ear ring torn out, and thrust
into a carriage and taken away.
Senator Hale Protest,
Al this point Mr. Hale
Interrupted
Mr. Tillman to protest against the : t concerning the
ler's representation
Morris Incident.
"I hope," he said deliberately, "that
I may never ligare In this body as a
general Apologist of tin- - administration
or any one connected with it." and
continuing, said
" lint 1 say to the senator from
South Carolina that he li making
statements and assuming facts for
which there b) no warrant, and that
he Is making the most serious and de-- j
lamalory charges against the exM I
tlve of this country, the president of
all the United States, having nothing
whatever that he adduces as proof.
do
"I must say to the senator that
not deem It seemly that here in the
DECLARES LOEB DOLES OUT
senate he should take this occasion of
NEWS PILLS discharging the personal feeling of 111
HOMOZPATHIC
will he has against the president of
the United States. It Is not a spectacle that any of us can look upon
either with satisfaction or toleration."
Venomous Charges and Crocodile
Silence is Oppressive.
The quiet that prevailed was almost
Tears Over Morris Incident
oppressive, and It was none the less
marked when Mr. Tillman rose to reCall Forth a Scathing
ply.
"I want to say to you. sir." addressRebuke From Hale.
ing Mr. Hale directly, "that I am not
defaming Theodore Koosevelt and I
have not allowed my personal feelings,
supposing I have any, to ludiente one
wan t
Washington, Jnn. 1 7. The KIBWH utterance of mine today.
say lo you, sir, that If you will offer ,t
forcible removal from th" While resolution appointing a committee of
House of Mrs. Minor Morrta .is made this body, composed
of republicans
the subject of an emphatic denuncia- - alone, tO examine Into the facts, I will
tion hy Mr. Tillman in the senate togive you the names of four witnesses
day. Ills remarks called out remon- - as reputable as you or I. who
will
st ranees from Messrs. Hale. Hopkins swear to the Statement
have in ule
very
nbrupl
to
led
the
and Daniel and
as to what actually occurred."
closing of the doors and sudden adMr. Hale "Let the senator produce
journment of the senate in the middle his testimony."
of the afternoon. The speech abound-c- d
Mr. Tillman "You present your
In Mr. Tillman's peculiar exprés-tor- il committee."
bo-- !
and was characterized by ninny
Mr. Hale - "And his affidavits
and exceptionally per Ml fore he stands up before the country
severe
thrusts at th president. At timet
tnd assails In this rude way the prcsl- wept over what he regarded as '.he In- - dent of the United States "
dignities to the lady, and Ills voice and
Mr. Tillman
"Ah. will you then ofeye were full of tears when he defer your resolution, appointing a comf protests from his mittee to get at the facts?"
clared, in the fin
fellow senators, that he would demand
Mr. Hale
"Let the senator himself
an investigation of the White House offer it."
Incident.
Mr. Tillman
"It Is none of my busMr. Tillman hegan by quoting exiness. II is your business."
tracts on the Monroe doctrine from
Mr. Hale
"It Is as much the senathe last annual message of the pr
tor's business as it is mine."
He laid especial stress upon the
"No, you have Just acMr. Tillman
president's declaration that "no just cused me of having personal animosity
and orderly government has anything and hatred to gratify."
to fear from us." "Is the converse
Mr. Hale "I do not credit the extrue, that nil unjust and disorderly aggerated statements of the newspato f. ar per press about this Incident. I be-government
lias something
from us'.'" Mr. Tillman asked. "!
lleve they are all extravagant, swollen
cans.' if It Is. therein lies an Immense and not justified by facts; hut whenamount of trouhle for this country."
ever any senator upon his responslldl- It meant, ho said, that the president ity d eOlarS that there should be an
li t mded t s. t up a standard and con-.Investigation and asks for an Investi- nations to gatlon so that we may have "not
pel tlw South American
adhere to It.
statements, not virulence, not denunMr. Tillman contended that It would ciation, but facts, nobody on this side
not henellt the country to "wrench will object to that resolution."
t
and stretch the Monroe doctrine
will offer It and put
Mr. Tillman--"- !
'
all precedent. It will not bene- you to the test."
(It us to s'.op forward up"ii every pre- Mt--. Tillman then quoted the official
text with a policeman's club to en- - statement concerning the Morris inciforce the claims of bondholders. That dent and said that In 'glinting th"
Is the sum and substance of the new matter the president had practically
departure."
endorsed It. He added that he bad
"Government of
been told that another lady had been
Tie quoted
from the Springfield treat, d at the White House very much
Republican, a history of Months' ca- - as Mrs. Morris had been mad"
reer. "An admirable picture." lie exHale Again Remonstrates.
claimed, "of the kind of a government
with
Mr. Hale again remonstrated
takgood
great
president
anil
has
our
making the senil-for
Mr.
Tillman
wing-government
a
en under his
if' lie arsna for the display of bis perback stickers, nssas-lrs- .
He said it was not
opinions,
dchauchers and libertine and every-- ) sonal
Is Inclined to
thing awful that the English langtUW true that the senate
bend the pregnant hinges of the knee
may be used to describe."
t, tie- president, and that the presihad trans- He said the president
dent hail already learned that the
century
In
n
ennons
of
grossed the
He
is an Independent body.
senate
treaty
that had
carrying into effect il
mm"
consult
senators
that
added
never been ratified. "It used to be, freely
with him and advise him If
that the failure of the senate to art on they differ with him.
a treaty was sufficient, said the sena
Mr. Tillman then read a typewritten
tor. "but such Is no longer the ease; Statement
a newspaper reporter,
you've got to say 'no' In very loud who said hefrom
was an
of Uf
In
order
words to Theodore Itnnscvell
In which he
incident.
House
White
lo get a hearing at nil."
related that he had seen Mrs. Morris
Like Napoleon Honnparte
a sack of salt, with
Mr carried off "like
In criticising the president.
Tillman said the press was being used
In threatening congress on mattcis of
legislation or patronage In order that
the president may have his way. The
senator compared the executive with
e
"Andrew .lackson or Napoleon
or any other man who push d
things to the limit."
Mr. Tlllmnn nld that the press has
made the president what he K and
that It has been through that InstruAlbany. N. Y.. Jan. 17. The annual
mentality that be has dnred to 'beretainer of $5,000 paid for'many years
stride the world like a colossus.'"
He said that an Instance of th" to former Senator David H. Hill, by
pr Msldent's use of newspaper mm 's the Inimitable Life Assurance society,
had In his employment of Joseph li. the fact of which was llrst brought out
Plshop as a "press agent" for the Pa- In a report of the Equitable by SuperInnama canal and that he hnl gradually intendent Hendricks, of the state
Investí-galeassumed to direct th" efforts of the surance department, will be
at Mr. Hill's request by a compress unlll the While House news his
become colored and doctored In the mittee of the New York Stute Hur as

MEXICO, THURSDAY,

wil l.

Must Cease Trying lo Win Pack ll. r

Affections.
I'arkersburg. W. Vtt., Jan. 17.
Judge Hunter II. Moss Issued an Injunction prohibiting .1 man from WOO
Ing a woman. The woman Is the man's
wife and he has been trying to win her
back after an estrangement.
Ills at tentlons annoyed the wife and she applied to the circuit court for an In-- 1
junction, which was Issued by Judge
Moss, to prohibit
Brown
William
from wooing or making love to Mary
Iv Brown.
The injunction also pro- hlhlls Hrown from entering the prem- Ises where his wife resides.

;

i
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ignorant persona may take- advantage
of the situation to stir up trouble, anJ
it kMomH netaasary to again issue ft
stringent proclamation
forbidding
a hi h action in order to
give due
weight to international relationa.

WESTERN

I

have Issued general instructions to all
officials in my Jurisdiction to giv,
ohedleme
and directed that If any
disorderly persons are found sowing
suspi, inns and stirring up trouble,
pouting placards or circulating pamphlets, trying by threats to keep others from buying or using American
goods they must be promptly
with as the lr. timst.inces may require, and. in addition, I now Issue
this proclamation and give due notice
to the merchants and people of tie1
whole province that they must comply with it.
"You ought to know that China and
the United Mates have for a lonp time
maintained friendly relations. As to
the Immigration treity, the prestdont
of the I'nlted States has already consented to the revision of It harsh
lauses, and has also consented to the
fair treat nn nt of Chinese going to the
United states."
I

s

I.I.M

inn'

i

Experta

i

Predict

Expedition

w in succeed.

1
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i
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hi re he now

is.
1
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for Waterway Prom
oi k to ( ape ( oil.

New

New York. Jan. 17. Announcement
tomada by Woodward Kbnclberg A
Hopkins, counsel for the Itoston. Cap''
Cod in.) New York Canal company
that all del a preliminary to the con-ruction of a $f,.unfi.nii(i anal from
Bay to it. unstable iia
aataaard'a
have been completad and that somt
oi the most prominent ftnanclet in
this country have become inte
In the project,
details of the plans
fire soon to !
made public.
The work of dragging the canal
expected to afford peal stimulus
In
eaMern citrmcree. as an inside waif rwriy from New York to Itoston will
mean the elimination of many delays
by fog. much loss ofgjife and pro pert)
by storm and older draw tracks w hich
attend the three passages now offered
véasela, two of them through Vim
yard sound and the third an out.,
route.
When the Krle canal has been developed to acomm,,d ate l.noil-toi- i
barges, the Cape Cod canal will me hi
alao a continuous waterway from logrea t kikea to Boat on and other Important coast porta, a large saving In
elevutor rates, the transportation ft
grain without hange from l arge to
car. and a short and
route
between New York and Boeton for
passenger travel.
a
iic in la SI ill no Wire.
Wllllamatad.
Dutch West Indies,
an. 17. Prance on January 10 broke
Bat diplomatic relations with Venezuela. The chiefs of the French cabifV
OaTloaS at Caracas and Lagualra. have
been expelled from Venexuela and are
expected here by the first steamer. Cable communication
with Venezuela
continues uninterrupted.
,

Slick

Fe

Pamoua CheyeiuM Guard ami itlack- fcel ( , irl Engaged.
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

Another Disastrous Runaway

Carlisle, Pa Jan. 17. At a dinner
party tendered the Carlisle Indian fooi
ball players and their girl friends
Old Basis.
at Trinidad,
last niglvt by Superintendent Mercer
of the Carlisle Indian school, Miss
t
Ko.se
Farge. a I lack feet Indian
maiden, a last year's Carlisle graduate TWO
ANTI-FRETRANSPORTATION
E
ENGINES BADLY
and now acting as assistant matron,
engagement
to
announced
her
Charles
FUSS DOESN'T FEAZE THEM
DAMAGED IN SMASH-U- P
Dillon, the famous Cheyenne guard on
the Carlisle foot ball eleven the last
few years.
Top. ka, Kas., Jal
Fi
Passengers arriving on Xo. 7, on the
Hose LS Farge is probably the most
weeks past the subject
girl
beautiful
who has ever at-- Santa Fe this morning which reached
Indian
paaaaa h is occupied
th
tided the Carlisle Indian
school. this city at about 2 o'clock, tell of a
thought of railway offic
She is nineteen years old. Dillon Is most remarkable accident which hapmployes, newspaper peoi
of the statuesque redskin type and is pened at Trinidad yesterday morning.
grade Of public servant, t
Three cars of ballast on a work
more than ordinarily intelligent.
ingly unusual degree. Th
m pr
pair will be the first to have an train, which Is In operation on the east
The
Uj
h
gone OUt that the opening of
elaborate ceremonial wedding at the side of the RatOH mountain, broke
was to ba made memorable by the abCarlisle school. Tin y will be married loose from the train near Starkville
olition, root and branch, of a practice ut i o'clock in tha evening of January and ran back to Trinidad at lightning
which has existed ever since railways II before the 1.000 Indian students: speed. They passed the Trinidad debegan, and which exists, to a greater and
nviled guests in the newly com- pot and hotel and for awhile there
or less extent, ón every railway under pleted school auditorium.
was tremendous excitement, as it was
the sun that of carrying some pSSS
wedding ceremony will he fol- about 11:16 and No. 7 was due In.
'The
engers without the payment, of cash lowed by a reception and dance in the
It happened that No. 7 was behind a
Many railway managements school's gymnasium. They will prob- freight which had stopped at the D. &
fares.
ex-- 1
In the United States have been
ably call on President Itoosevt It w hile Ii. C crossing.
y anxious to abolish the prac- in Washington during
The cars crashed Into a switch entheir
tice entirely; others have felt that only
gine and the engine did not leave the
Its restriction was
practicable, and
ralla out went backward and the
some have seen no good reason as far
whole bunch of cars and "goat"
as they were concerned in materially
smashed into the freight engine. Both
changing the existing conditions.
engines were badly damaged and the
The following are the opinions givremarkable part of it is that no one
en by presidents, managers or the
was killed.
heads of traffic departments of some
Trains 7 nnd 9 made a detour from
of the western roads.
Bl Moro to Trinidad over the Hio
Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe AdIraiide tracks. The light steel used on
vert islng contracts for IvOfl will be
the Rio Orando tracks would not permudo by Ratita Fe system lines on the
mit of the heavy engines of the Santa
same conservative basis as last year.
Fe being used and it was necessary to
We will continue to
h
tickets
hitch two of the smaller engines of
for advertising in ne
us that bring
the liio C.rande to the heavy trains
I n some
in-- 1
us satisfactory retur
to haul them.
Pembroke,
tart cea we are pay n
if.. Jan. it. Seven
h for dlaplay
This necessitated a delay, which
space.
persona, all members of the family of made both trains late in arriving
Chicago & Alton We have no Idea Charles Aver, are BUDPoaed to have here.
In changing our pp cut policy In the! perished in a fire which
destroyed
nigtter Of issuing transportation to the, Avers farm lion;,' near here today.
pram in lieu of cash payments for ad-- 1 The bodies of a child and of Ayer's
110
mother-in-lavert islng.
have been found In
Missouri. Kansas V Tex.ts We will lile ruins. Ayer shot and killed hlm- in
not make any change in our policy re- after the Bra was discov-theor- y
Forecast.
Th
of the county .in
N'e w Mi Men
I trdlng editorial transportation during
Waahtngtp , Jan.
murdcr-)uwas
Ayer
i
is
year
itios
that
9H6.
the
the
Frt- ami
Thun day
up
a
late hour they had baan
Kansas city Southern This road In
hie to Mini any evidence to Indicate
the issuance of Its 1996 transportation
I.. II. Williams
will endeavor to adhere strictly to the
Jr., if Pittaburg.
methoda employed to wipe out
IS at tile st urges.
terma or the western pass agreement Hi family.
adopted at Chicago, November X, 190.",
I,. Cobb, of Kansas City, Is in
Germans at the itottom of It.
with such modification of supplemen-ta- l
Albuquerque on business.
agreements as from time to time
Berlin, Jan. 17. The foreign OfI!. .1. l.yddaus, of l,os Angeles, at-- j
may be promulgated by the western fice calls the attention of the Associ
rived from the coast city yesterday.
pass committee or
ited Prega to a London dispatch VMch
George 11. Webster, of Springer. X.
Chicago, Burlington ft Qulncy Wol naaertl upon ostensibly excellent I'aris
are not making any change in the pol- - authority that President Castro's al- If,, came down from Colfax county
icy or method of Issuing editorial or titude towards Franco s due to Her- yesterday.
L A. Merideth. of the construct Ion
adv rti ung tram portatlon for tha com- man interviews.
The foreign office
ing year.
I iys thai
this Is absolutely false. Ger- camp at Kpris. on the Helen cut-ofSt Louts
San Francisco-- - We have many has not interfered by a single is in the city.
c. f. Spader, tic well known
about decidí d absolo elv to online the word in France's controversy
with
dian trader, was an
issue of advert Islng transportation
to
from the
newspapers only ami thru only to
north yesterday.
thoaa published at points tn the line
Explorer to Visit Washington,
Tur- Mrs. i j. Tttrley ind EC
of our own railroad, All of our other
Beaton, Mass. Jan. 17
it the
arriv
Dr. Otto ley, of Ptndlay, old
advertising necessities in the year 19ufi N'ordenakjold, the famous antarctic ex- Alvarado yesterday.
Will be taken care ol in cash.
plorer, has arrived here to give several
superin-ing- s
D. A. Shope, or Wii
Chicago, Milwaukee g, St. Paul For lectures at Harvard University, where
or bridges and Inn
on
th( year I 0 6 We Will Continue our It
the guest of Prof. Davis. He will Hie Arizona division arrive (1 in Al- newspaper contracts, some of which
wat thlngtOI) and other leading buquerque on ralroad busin
are on transportation basis, some on
( of the country
to study the terday.
part cash, part transportation basis
h
of instruction In geography
w. R, Brown, or Bl 1'
dlvl
and others on all cash basis.
to tecUre a collection of new freight ami passenger
ni of th"
Missouri I'acille lines In the math
ts ami oilier paraphernalia for the Santa Fe, who has be en 111 tin city
ter ,.r editorial or advertising trans- University of Gothenburg, Sweden.
for the past few day left last tight
portation during lionl. we have no InIn speaking of arctic exploration he
tention of changing our policy, which said, in an interview: "I think It Is for home.
Robert Bteen, the well known tea
has always been one or conservative, possible thai nellman will succeed In
though cordial,
with our reaching the north pole. The appli- and coffee salesman of San Francls- We shall not ances of modern mechanism are won- - eo, and former steward at the Alva- frlenda of the press,
discontinue the laauanca of transporta- derful. Hut it Is a terrible ami dan rado, Is in Albuquerque today call-- I
t
tion to editors, as We believe they are gerous undertaking.
To a person not ing on lie rade.
V.
C.
In position, both in the matter of nct-Ubridge and building
Proctor,
familiar with polar climatic changes I
advertising ipaCC allotted and In would hesitate to Intrust such an ex-- j foreman of Winslow, who has charge
the friendly exercise of their editorial peditlon, I have no theories on how of the bridge work west of this city
and rcportorl.il functions, to give full Wcllman should attempt to reach the on the Santa Fe, spent yesterday here
i mi relations
in this pole."
ami left for his headquarters
last
value received
night.
respect are largely on a emtesy basis,
and. while there have been a few exII. J. Moore, traveling passenger
Swallows Poison at Pettst,
i
ceptions wher
lltorial transportation
uuawo, Jan. 17.- - istdor Bcnweltser, agent of the Santa Fe, of LOS An-was misused, such Irregularities are manager for a house furniahlng Arm, geles. arrived in the city yesterday
likely to occur In mot t any line of hus-- I committed suicide last nighi In Die, morning and accompanied the Chiin ss. and do not necessaHlj affect the
e ,, a roomful of guests who cago Commercial delegation west on
soundness of the general policy. As a insem
wars Invited to attend his farewell ils trip last night.
nil, editors are too busy to travel very bachelor dinner. Schweitzer was I
Ellsworth Ingalla left last night lor
much for pleasure's sake, and for the have been married next week. After a visit at his old home ill Atchison.
privilege of using our lines when an the dinner, which was a merry affair.' Kans. Mr. Ingalls is special attorney
opportunity occurs, we belleve that Bchweltser invited his guests into an for the Indian claims department of
tin' returns are In excess of what the
tiler toon..
the United States government
with
actual cash value of such transportaheadquarters here.
"I have a great joke in
for!
tion w 'Mild secure
POII," he sild.
He took a number of
charles j. Lantry, of the Lantry- Union I'aciiic. Southern Pacific! envelopes from a drawer and distribConstruction Co. was in the
Hnniman lines The officers of the uted tham among his guests. and Bharpe
City last night on his way
Belt
Uní s under Mr. Herri man's direction
while they WOTS examining them and where his company has the lg
any
hue not as yet determined upon
trying lo salve lu ll- host's mysterious tract or building l be out-of- f.
ll,
chance in the policy with respect to actions. Bchweltser picked Up a bottle remain there lor a few days mil
sx bancs transports tlon or advertisM
a
nf rarbotic
nd drank It. He died then go east again to Kansn City.
ing transportation. With respect to before a do, tor a rrived.
lllin, sv SI
C. P. Coffin, of the
tree
transportation the llarrlman
company, who was In the oi
Ileal will be governed by the proviMiddies Ire Fired.
day with the
gales ol tii Chicago
sion of tin- western pass aglfSIIHIll
Annapolis. Mil., Jan. 17. At noon Commercial association,
brother
Chicago, Rock Island and I'acille
today when a full brigade of
of J. X. Coffin, secretan trt surer of
TheWeStem lines have an understand
wore paraded
for regular the American Lumber company and
mg In regard to free transportation
dinner foriuition Midshipmen Peter- visited Mr. Coffin and his family while
ami so far there has been no change
ion Barto Waraonl and w. w. ITosttr, here.
from the understanding which was i ,' Hie thsl class, and
Mrs. J. W. Uradshaw, of Oherlln,
Trenmor Coffin.
9011.
during
Sect
Ir or the third class, were publicly 'bio, arrived in Albuquerque last
dismissed from the United states nlglii and w ill remullí for a few weeks
I
KIM
hi
Kill SERVIC
navy for hazing plcbs. or fourth
.e-us the guest of her brother. John X.
mm, The ord'-- of the secretary Was Coffin, of the American Lumber comllrofiih r I'm
of It.
faUtttM
short and In each case was addressed pany, and Mrs, Coffin. Mrs. liradshaw
igen.
con- - will oontlm
personally to the midshipmen
her way to California
Washington. Jan. 17. Th. postol
points after her visit here.
cerneil.
tie,, department is beng urged that a
y
Former Delegate Bernard S.
I, loader use be in id" of the
I pet ial
uolhcl Chicago Killing.
is now in Washington and the
deüvary service A recommendation of
Chicago, J ut. 17. - The bodies of a joint statehood pressure there hag
that nature was contained in tin- an-- , young man and woman were found been Increased about 00 per cent.
ttval report of Mr. DeOraw the fourth today in a room In
l
Bodey Is now domiciled at the
the SI. James hoaaslstanl postmaster general, ami the tel. Bach h id been killed by
Itlggs house ami is working hard for
a
bullet
plan Is meeting
th favor all over lo,, i into
the
The revolver the passage of the joint statehood
ill
coiintiy. Judging l, the corre- - with which the mouth.
killing was done iv:n MIL He wires that the outlook Is
ipondence received h ie mi the
found lying upon the bed. but It a) bright.
One eorreapondent, in advocat-- , impossible to te which of the two
Mrs. J. C. Hutchinson nnd
little
mg an extension of the service, exdaughter, and Harry Kehler and wife,
used It.
registered
man
The
as
presses the conviction that a system Halph Hose,
name of the woman left last night Tor a visit to Mrs. W.
similar to that In operation in Fram e Is unknown. the
II. Saunders
at Isleta. Doth Mrs.
would not only greatly accelerate bus-- ,
Kehler and Mrs. Saunders are daugH-mess In this country, but would add a
Missouri Convicts KNcnM
tors of Mrs. Hutchinson. Mr. Kehler
urge mini 10 uie re, title oi tne gov- Carthage.
Mo., Jan.
17.
John Is an engineer on Hie El Paso and
eminent. Under the French system Franklin and Teddy Daly, life con- Southwestern and lives at Hlsbf Ail,,
efe i red to Ii
livery Is re victs in the Missouri
New
penitentiary, SMa, and he and his Wife are
quired to be prepaid by postage brought
here Monday to testify Mexico for a visit to relativa
stamps, and letters or parcels must against ICstill
H. Duller,
on
the frlenda
beur on the cover, distinctly written,; charge
of murderlnir
Policeman
the words, "Quirk Dispatch."
Claude llrlce In Jnplln. made their
THERE are people reading our For
The recommendation of the fourth escape today. The men were In the1 Rent column today who would make
assistant postmaster general not only custody of Deputy Hherlff Mnrqulssj desirable tenants for that vacant house
provides for authorization that will nnd were being transferred from! of yours. Thers will be tomorrow,
enable patrons to use ordinary pos- - Joplln, where the Duller trial Is In too; nnd there U time enough for you
lage stamps of value equivalent to rogress, to the county Jail In this to get your ad In thla column tomor-- I
1,1ity.
the stump required for special dellv- - 1"
row. It ahould have been In today.
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Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.
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Parla, Jan. 17. Great interest bus
bean aroused throughout all parts of
En rope iq tbe Waiter tTallmta polar
expedition. Scientific circles are discussing tin' project in all its phases,
and It Is the popular topic of the day
on boulevards.
in cafes and
The
French press daily contains elaborate
articles on the subject, with pictures
of persons and s, ciiea connected with
the trip, as well as Interviews With
principa la in the undertaking, and
with public men on the feasibility of
the enterprise.
Regret that France cannot claim
the honor of originating this notable
aetentlflc expedition is editorially expressed by I.e Temps. At the same
Una this Paris daily congratulates the
ii ilion that
its mechanics will build
the airship which Is to make possible
the discovery of the north pole.
The press in general pronounces the
enterprise as "ver:. Interesting, thrilling and audacious. ' It asserts that it
Is in harmony with daring projects
by Which Americana tire constantly
astonishing the world
The initio use arship will be completed by the end of April, according
to assurances given by men who will
be cnga ge d In its construction.
Progress of arrangements has
n satisfactory and no unexpected difficulties have been encountered.
Santos
Damon! has stated In the Parla edition of the New York Herald that h"
thinks the expedition will
success-fu- l
and that he is willing to participate, providing satisfactory arrange,
merl ta cas be made.
Major Bouttalx, dire, tor of the military aeronautic establishment, predicts a success if a good airship If
used under the m mag men! of
facompetent aeronaut. Renard.
mous aeronautic engineer, is more
pessimistic, ami like General A. w
(Ireely, American polar explorer and
army Officer, advises a long voyage
over K ti rope before starling after III"
pole. La Chambre, builder of Andre'
fated balloon, gloomily predicts
failure.
Kvery assist, in, e is being made by
French authorities. A French wireless
telegraph company has offered in furnish the expedition with a complete
wireless apparatus at the company'!
own expense.
a
The Iteadlv (oil.
Kan Francis, o, Jan. 17. - A large
Colt's revolver thai wi irl through an
existence in TortO pah without "gelling
I ta man" may prove to be I he rati at
of i death HI thisilty. With a ymnig
Weils Fargo employe as its victim.
,?
Th A
was sent by express from
Do mining e amii
ith some other af
íleles, and was accidentally discharged at the freight room of the expri i
company here, infill ting
probably
f 'i ii wound
upon John R Donnovan,
one of the company's driven.
The revolver anaa la a saca containing some tools also, and consigned to
i. .1 Bullir aa of this it. Donnovan.
while taking the sack to the wagon,
dropped it and the revolver was dls- chargwd, the iKiii from the emptied
hunter entering his at, domen. It
probable that one of the mining implements In the sack struck the hammer of ib,- we pola
Donnovan fell and his aaeoc httea
gather, d around him. startled .it the
H
occurrence.
was conveyed to the
central Emergency hoapftal, arhers
tini
wound anas pronoui
probably
fatal. The young tnan Waa (OOtt afterward taken to tha French hospital
w
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1906.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

P

i.
BIG SENSATION

VKH1

MAKES

E

POLICY

u

ery. provided in such case they Writs
across the letter or package "Special
Delivery," but also that additional fees
for special delivery service be fixed
for each mile in excess of a limit of
two miles at 10 cents over and above
the required postage.
The department looked up the law
on the subject of special delivery, but
found that it was powerless to act
beyond submitting the matter for the
consideration of congress.
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AT THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS, NOVEMBER

9, 1905

.

SEVEN

DIE

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Howls, Stocks, Itcnl lístale
Hanking House and Furniture
United States It., ml
$ 309,000.00
Cash und Exchange ... 1.370,306.21

IN

TOTAL

298,195.58

Cuptlal anil Profits
Circulation
Deposits

1,350,656.00
2,322.60
38,500.00

200,000.00
2,632,589.23

1,679,306.21
$3,130,784.81

TOTAL

$3,130,784.81
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Hemdon' Cashier

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK
of Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital

$100,000.00
15,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits

The State National Bank solicits a sliarc of your Busi
ness upon the basis of sound progressive banking,
liberal and acurate treatment.
Correspondence or a

BU(J Kee, a Chinese cook who was
with the gang of graders or the Grant
persona interview solicited.
company In
Brothere1 Construction
way
on
from
their
the city yesterday
Kpris to Wtckenhurg, Ariz., is quite a
celebrated Celestial. Buey was cabin
boy on the steamer on which General
Ulysses s. Qranl made a tour of the
WITH AMPLE M KANS
World, and was with the ship during
AND UIfSURPAS8F.D FACTMTIIOS
the entire trip, covering a period of
some three years. Suey at that time
was a boy of I.'! yea IT. Last night he
told the Morning Journal man nbonl
BANK OF
his famous trip in his own Inimitable
manner, the tale bleng a highly interfcXTICNDS TO DMI'OSITOKS EVEKV PKOI'KH ACCOMMODATION
esting one.
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
They started on the trip in 1K74 and
Suey
ho party disbanded In 1S77.
CAPITAL, $1!V0,000.0.
told how he used to light matches for
the general ami said thai lie III a lot
Of fleers and Dlrwitors:
of (hem,
"Genelal
smokes voly
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
muchee," sold Buoy,
W. S. STHlCKLER,
W. 3. JOIINSON,
Suey is the most popular man In
( ashler.
Assistant Cashier.
and
be
the grading Outfit, and Is said to
WILLIAM McINTOSIL
GEORGE AKNOT.
an artist In the culinary line.
I, O. RALDKIDGE.
A. M. It LACK WELL.
O. E. CROMWELL.
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Effective December
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Mamm, President
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SUE) KEE SAILED
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& S.

THIEVES

11:00
12:51
2:11
3:00
4:02
4:32
i:4B
8:30
3:00

n.

10,

idos.

Westbound

STATIONS

m....Lv
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"We have had considerable trouble
p. m
p. m....I,v
along our line with sneak theleves,"
p. in
p. m
Lv
siid Assistant Ceneral Manager 8. I.
p. m
p. m....I,v
Orimshaw, or tha laata Fe Central
p. m
p. ni....I,v
Hallway Co., In Santa Fe yesterday.
p. m
Lv
6:40 a, in
Lv....
tttly
Hi
sent a new loading plank
a. m
11:0G p. m
Lv
Lv.
to a little station on the line for use
4 3 r, a.
m....Lv
Lv.... 9:40 p. ni
In Shipping sheen,
It was stolen al7:30 a. m
Ar
most before it arrived and WO were
Lv.... 7:00 p. m
The doors,
forced to l?et another.
windows, and even parts or the depot
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner where good meals are Berved.
buildings at blind stations, have been
CONNECTIONS
Stolen.
We need some snow fern ll ta,
At
Durangn,
Antonito
for
Sllverton
and Intermediate points.
it
to
would
erect
lie
them
useless
but
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the
until there robbers are pul out of busWe cannot leave anything In standard gauge line via l,a Veta Pass or the narrow gauge via Salida, making
iness.
he way of construction material at
nt iro (rip In daylight nnd passing through tho 1'ainous Koynl Gorge, also
isolated points on the road because
some one will steal 11 MfOM we can for all points on Creede branch.
s. K. HOOPER) O. P. A.,
. ,
prevent It
am going to take immeA. 8. BARNEY,
diate action In the matter and this
Denver Colo.
Agent.
robbing must slop. It seems to bo
the Impression f some people along
tha line that so long as they steal from
a railway they are safe from prosecution, I will show them, hereafter
thai we will prosecute them lo the
limit of the law."
1
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Communication Nade Easy

Trouble Oxer Cable I, Inc.
Chicago. Jan. 17. Dr. Maurice V.
Dotjr, traction expert for the city of
Chicago today peremptorily stopped
traffic on the south side of the city
and which are owned by the Chicago
City Hallway company. The reason
given by I Ir. Doty is Hint the lives of
passengers are Imperilled by the fact
that the gates on the left side of the
cars are left open while they traverse
the two sipiarcs on Wabash avenue
bel ween
Madison
Randolph nnd
streets. The gates nre left open for
these two blocks because the right side
of the cars Is near the side In passing.
The mayor, pointed out to General
Manager Mitten thnt the city ordinance demanded the gates on the left
remain closed. Mitten admitted this,
but declared from the position of the
two tracks It would he Impossible
while running those two blocks nnd
nt the same time give satisfactory service. An order was Inter given by the
mayor nllowlng the curs to run as before, the tie-u- p
lasting longer than
two hours.

Between the Greai Southwest and Kansas City. St. Louis, Chicago,
and all itoliits North and East by the

El Paso

Southwestern System

Rock Island System
Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Itest. The Only way with lvo
through liuliis iltilly, currying Standard und Tourist Sleepers, Observation Dining Cars. Chair Cats mil Coaches. Tor any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE THE son 11 WESTERN.

Pot Pull Particulars

see any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

mrY

V. R..
imlii rtmvsa

STILES

Gen. Pass. Aircnt

Thnrsttay. .Tnnnary

HB
FOB

after he had gone Inside several of the
men began throwing rocks at the FIFTY

FE LOOKS

HI

door.
When Martin came out one of the
rocks struck him on the head and
cut a bad gash over the left temple,
and he fell to the ground like one
dead. He regained consciousness in
a few minutes and went at once to
the police station and had all the men
arrested.
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To Re Sworn in at Noce.
It Is understood that the ceremonies
Herbert
of swearing In Governor-to-b- e
J. Hagerman by the chief justice ot
the supreme court oí the territory In
the supreme court chambers In the
Capitol on Monday next will take
place at 12 o'clock noon.
This is the hour selected by tho
committee on arrangements and It
is considered the most appiopriatc
and best time for all concerned the
Incoming executive, the outgoing governor and the justice of the territorial supreme court, as well as people
generally. It Is expected that there
will be a large attendance ami that
the supreme court chambers and the
lobby will be crowded.
The committee on arrangements s
taking all necessary measures to make
the entire inauguration affair, sv.var-In- g
in the new executive the public
reception In the evening and the subscription ba'l later, a successful and
well arranged official and social affair.

Business Proposition

A

Yesterday fifty railroad graders from)
I may move all my winter stock out of my store in short
In order
v
arrived in the city
the Belen cut-of- f
HOUSE TO
for the new line of
RE ENTIRELY REMODELED and left last night California,
order, I will now offer my trade a uniform discount of
which is
the Arizona and
It is stated on good authority thai Ing
a
Wiekenburg.
from
constructed
the Santa Fe has made an appropria- on the i?antn Fe, Pre scott &
tlon
six thousand dollars to be station
to Ludlow, Cal.,
it w ill
Phoenix
Unprecedented Snows Mean used toof remodel
the old Harvey hous. ntáJU strike the Santa Fe where
system.
The
The reading room will be enlarged,
One-fourtnew road Is n nart of the isanta Ft s
h
a large wash room will be put in with
to
new
coast.
the
short
line
On.
Big Freshets
lockers for the benefit of the engine
a part of the force of
men
men's clothing. Steam heat, electric! theTheGrant arc
Brothers'
Construction
lights, four bath rooms, are the prin-- 1 company
Must Go
All
and will work on the
Clpal part of the improvement.
This
opens when they will
spring
until
PECULIARITIES Of SNOWFALL
will be for the accommodation of the
to the cut-ofrailroad men and is a much needed return
men
The
had n glorious time in Al- ON ROCK ISLAND AND SANTA FE convenience, which will be greatly ap-- i
buquerque yesterday, as It was their
About Reform in Russia.
predated by the employes of the San-- I
Reductions here are always genuine, plain, fair and square. You can
visit to a city for several months
It would be Impossible to overesti- ta Fe company. We understand that first
Fit
mi i.l
Every man had a roll of money, and lllillt' - ,1,
alt,
- .ml
111,' a
He, ili ,i am
Ml.tiau
UlllH
the
will
house
to
be
under the present spent it like a prince.
"The Santa. Fe company is going
any serious effort to reform the evils
make them yourself thus, if you select a Suit or Overcoat marked
orlake time by thi forelock next spring." management, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Falk.
They left last night In charge of An- in the present social and political sinRaton Range.
s iid ii well known official of the megus Cashion. the superintendent, who ganisation of Russia. Even the
you deduct $3 and pay $9. if your choice falls on a
garcere menas oi reiorm snare uie aooe
chanical department to the Morning
Is also interested In the Grant
comW
$57.0(1
conviction. It Is also Impossible to esJournal yesterday- - "The snows in the SANTA EEOUTANTS
pany.
A special ear was put on No.
suffering
caused
of
amount
timate the
OF DEVLIN ESTATE
and so
ment, you have the right to take off $5 and pay only
mountains have I cen heavier this year
livers
Kan., Jan. 17. The Santa 1 to take them as far as - Ash Fork, by weak stomachs, disordered bowels,
than for many seasons, and whether FeTopeka,
constipated
tinwill
they
Fe,
kidneys
where
take
and
Santa
and
company yesterday afler- the spring comes suddenly or gral-uall- noonRailway
throughout the store. Nothing
but we do know that where Hostet-ter'- s
or
before Referee N. H. Frescott & Phoenix to Wiekenburg.
Stomach Hitters has been use
there are bound to be f ome big Loomlsargued
Ita
i f $57.000 against the
claim
phenomenal.
In
the results have been
Advertising Scheme Xipped.
fi chefs along the line in New Mexko
Hardly sec how you can afford to miss this sale, for it's really throwing m ncy away
estate, which amount it claims
a permanent eure was esSecret service agents all over the tnanv caseseven
and Arizona particularly In wcMern Devlin
remedies
other
to
ml-after
paid
Devlin
have
for salaries to
I country have been
Arizona, where the company has spent ners
instructed to put a tablished
had failed. It always cures sick headof the Mt. Carmel Coal company. stop to the circulation
of a clever ad- ache, biliousness, dustiness, backache,
millions to protect Itself from lluid
The
pointed
railroad
out
last
that
years.
vertisement, several hundred of which
ravages during the past two
insomnia, costlveness. indigesand that he borrowed the sum were recently used by Arizona Arms, nausea,
ills, chills,
tion, dvspepsia. female
Extra precautions are threfore belli;; ers
ML. Carmel mln-- i
of $5 7,000 to pay
colds, grippe or malaria! fever. Try
says the Tombstone Prospector.
taken to be ready for the water when ers an dthnt he the
borrowed the sum
Manhattan Shit ts
JVtlson $J jO ilHii
represents a a bottle today, but be sure to see that
The advertisement
It comes. In the event of a sudd-- n
from the Santa Fe company and said bank book, containing several bank our Private Stamp Is over the neck.
Hat! it Wilson
$4.00 Shots
thaw in the spring, particularly if ac- he
dealers.
and
druggists
All
repay
It with coal.
would
Shirts
Danl p Huli
notes, ranging in value from $5 to $20.
companied by ruin, there are likely to
This transaction occurred Just be-- I It is an advertisement that would atNfitlftoit's Shots
Jagrr (
telephone
he some of the worst Hoods we have
carpenter,
a
yon
need
If
fore Mr. Devlin's break down, and tract attention anywhere.
Fine Clothing & Furnishings, Albuquerque
yet encountered."
Inside of
some question arose subsequently as the bank book appears advertising lessclden.
"The present snow has certainly to whether
Fe
Santa
the
would
have
.)
(H. E. No.
matter.
been a record breaker. The Santa Vé, to simply take Its
share pro rata as
Notice for Publication.
An advertising company In Columhowever, his been singularly fortuLand OfInterior.
of
the
Department
the
creditors,
or
other
whether it will bus, Ohio, is the firm that has been
any serious
M., January
nate not to encounter
N.
Fe.
at
Santa
fice
receive $57,000 worth of coal acenrd-- I manufacturing the bank books and afsnow blockade. It is queer that the lug
to the original contract.
the folNotice is herebv given thai
ter these the government officials are lowing
ROC Island trains should be held up
Ii id nolle
has
settler
named
pointed
The
railroad
a
out
that
for two and three days by the snow in strike would probably have been In- -, said to be going. There Is no Inten- Of his intention to make final proof in
tion to prosecute the firms that have UPPOrt of his claim, and that the said S
a plains lountry while the Santa Fe
by the miners had it not fur- innocently used the matter.
proof will be made before the probate
. whUh traverses the highest mount tin stltuted
,k
money with Which to pay
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, nn m
nished
the
Will look well and feel well when
v
In Denver. Colo., the secret Reprice clerk
r AT I -ranges In the territory should have
T HI
r A
'I
February 5. 1006. H: Charles Whitthem.
you
have one of our genuine
agents
already
county,
Mexico.
circuNew
have
stopped
the
drifts."
ing,
of Bernalillo
encountered no serious
KtAL
Referee Loomls took the case under lation of the advertisement, and It is tor the
S. 10. U. Sec. 23. T. 10 N.. R.
on
advisement. Arguments
other said they will stop them in every other 3 F
j
SAX BERNARDINO TICKLED
"5-A- "
He names the following witnesses to
Horse
city in the country as soon us thiy can prove
TO GET THE MOREHOUSE claims will likely come up this week.
his continuous residence upon
get around to the matter.
and cultivation of said land, viz:
"There are some people, including
on him. Low Prices Now. Lnrgs
Office: 208'í W. Gold Avenue
Harry T. Johnson. Mts. Leila A.
groceries:
groceries: groa few railroad men, who do not reale
E.
K in in
THE FINEST LINE OF Chamberlain's
New Stock.
.r
Drown. Louis Gutmnn. James
anin
Cough
Remedy
the
ize the Importance of the decision of ceries!
GROCERIES IN THE CITY AT F. i.
Elder, all of Albuquerque. New Mex.
nest Mr.de.
the Santa Fe road to move the office PRATT ii CO.'S, till s. SECOND ST.
MANTEL It. OTERo. Register.
my
opinion
"In
Chamberlain's
coast
the
of Its head storekeeper for
Is
Cough
Buggies
Remedy
the beat made for
(Small Holding Claim No. 329.)
the new year right by treatlines from Albuquerque to San Bet" ingBerln
colds," says Mrs. Cora Walker of Pot
Notice for Publication.
I
to
yourself
one
buggies
our
of
or
. v
nardino," said a prominent railroad surreys. Special sale of harness, whips. torvllle, California. There is no douln Department of tho Interior. United
States Land Office, Sunta Fe. N. M..
being the best. No other
man a few days ago to the San Ber- Dianaen ami roues. AiDuquerque
e atiout Its
January 3. Dior,.
will cure a cold so quickly. No other is
nardino Sun.
Co.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- e
so sure a preventive of pneumonia. lowing
He continued, "II means that the
LIGHT AND HKAVY HARNESS
named claimant has filed
to
so
No
is
pleasant
and
safe
other
G.
YOU
F.
WITH
IF
TRADE
to make final
of his intention
determined
management
has
Santa Fe
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap Robes,
why
good
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are
These
take.
support
of
in
under
CO..
his
claim
proof
VOL
PRATT
A
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o
most
that San Bernordino Is the
and 17 of the act of March
Rorso Blanket! Etc.
THE FINEST GROCER- should be preferred to any other. Tjie sect inns 10
point on the coast lines system, GETTING
3. 1S91 CM! Stats.. 854 ). as amended
fact Is that few people are satltled By
211
IES
AT
PRICES.
REASONABLE
the act of February 21, 1811, (U
and that It will us rapidly as Is possi- S. SECOXD STREET.
with any other after having once used
470). and that said proof will
ble concentrate Us operating departthis remedy. For sale by all druggists. Stats..
be made before U. S. Court Commis- Paints, Oils and Vanishes
ment for the coast In this city.
THE FIRST RECITAL OF THE
MEW MLXICO
sioner at San Rafael. N. M.. on Feb. 9,
ALBUQUERQUE
Firsr Street and Copper Avenoe.
THAIS ROOK (OYER.
190G, viz: San Juan liomero, for the Palmetto Roof Paint Ijists tre Years Comer
RE
WILL
"It means that not only KH office ELKS' ORCHESTRA
ConMr.
vou
need.
what
17
Is
2,
sees.,
iust
16
Í0,
lot
sec.
I,
lot
and
IN
THE
OPERA
RENDERED
r
be
will
men
force of 15 or more
to protect your train book. lot 3. sees. S. !. 16 and 17. T. 10 N..
and Stops Leal.s.
FRIDAY EVENING, NO- ductor,
moved here Ironi Albuquerque about HOUSE
Made of (lie best Russia leather, lined R. 7 W.
A
20TH.
VEMBER
get
very
Willi
cloth,
Better
durable.
He names the following witnesses to
February 1, but that In the months to E ENT AT POPULAR PRICES.
e
one.
You liave no idea bow pleasant prove his actual continuous Adverse
Cash Raid for Hides and IYlti.
come vastly increased storehouse faIf is to have a book that is not dogpossession
of said tract for twenty
by
edges.
on
worn
he
Made
GROCERIES,
cilities must be provided here, and
eared
and
FIXE
COURTEOUS
years next preceding the survey of
II. s. LlTHGOVY M CO.,
408 WBBX RAILROAI AVIOVTE
the township, viz: Gorgonio Flgueroa.
that this city will be the central sup- TREATMENT, REASONABLE PRIWith
the
Journal.
of Cubero, N. M.: Pablo Lucero, of
A
Aof
CES
TO
west
COMBINATION
HARD
ply point for all the lines
.
Hiii-aN. M.: Rautista
of CuCO., JH S
BEAT.
F. G. PRATT
lbuquerque."
CU R HOUSE CATSUP A CAT- Cubero.
bero. N. M. Juan D. Martinez, of
SECOND STREET. '
é É I
SUP OF GUARANTEED PURITY
Cubero. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
PLUCKY SANTA FE OFFICER
Jap-a-Lc- ic
.
RY REQUEST
ELKS' OR- of NATURAL COLOR AND OF 1 N- - against the allowance
of said proof, or
BOUNDS I T BRASS THIEVES CHESTRA WILL THE
FOUND who knows of anv Substantial
FLAVOR.
SFRPASSED
WAGRENDER
reason
George
Topeka, Kas., Jan. 17.
In
Dealer
Retail
and
Wholesale
NER'S "TANNEHAU8ER," WHICH ONLY AT A. J, MALOY S.
under the laws and regulations of the
p" i r s t
Clash Work Guaranteed
Holwig. Santa Fe detective, tried hU W AS RECEIVED WITH MUCH ENInterior Department Why such proof
Pr'ces Reasonable
not be allowed will be given
Meats
AT THE MEMORIAL
and
Salt
Fresh
hand at catching brass lifters and THUSIASM
If you need a onrpcuMf telephone Should
an opportunity at the above mentionMR. HARDEN HAS Heaaelden,
caught his men with 270 pounds of EXERCISES.
place
ed
to
time
and
cross
A
SPECIALTY
examine
SAUSAGE
SIX
GIVEN
THE ORCHESTRA
'
the witnesses of said claimant.
brass on them.
ta
II NORTH SECOND STREET
OF STRENUOUS WORK
Our blankets and plush robes at cost oiler
d
evidence in rebuttal of that
Though the three made affidavit WEEKS
,
HOGS BIGGEST
AND THE Pliil.lC MAY EXPECT A as long as they lust. Albuquerque
.........e.,.e-'-e-,-e-,e,.e'e'-eM
CATTLE
POR
bv
claimant.
that they were honest men and that REVELATION.
Carriage Co.
M AN EEL R. oTERO. Register.
MARKET PRICE PAID
they had no knowledge of what wa
in the bags they were carrying out ol
the Santa Fe yards, the plucky officer, though a cripple, persuaded them
by the aid of his trusty revolver to
bear their burdens to the police Station, where they were held until warrants were secured by Sheriff Lucas
Mall orders will he (Hied
ice Our Windows for
at the prices Riven here,
and they were then assigned to priand all ordera win revate apartments as guests of the
Pricea on
ceive the most careful
county.
Special Sale (londs.
attention.
a
Store
Albuquerque's
Busiest
Their names are: George Thompand
son, E. Clarence Itevely and William
Brooks, and they are gentlemen of
African descent. They had in their
sacks when caught four pieces of
brass, worth $20 each, besides a considerable amount of other stuff, so
that their trials will come under the
head of stato cases and their punishment. If convicted, will be meted out
to them at Leavenworth.
THE SPRING BBASON, WK DO Not PROPOSE TO HAVE A QARMENT
A CUBAN SWEEP OF KVHRY DOLLAR'S WORTH oK M KRCIIANRISK WHICH WILL NOT HI', AtTl'ALLY NEEDED POR OPENING OF
A THOROUGH
CLEAN-C- P
OF ALL STOCKS
No REGARD POR ORIGINAL COST OR VALUE,
FE HOLDING
THIS SKASoN'S STYLE IN SToCK WHKN WK ANNOUNCE OUR SPRING SHoWINOs A LITTLE LATER o.N.
of
a BAROAIN-GIVINEVENT
ODDS AND ENDS, SOILED AND MUUS8ED GOODS, DISCONTINUED LINKS. AND SMALL LOTH TO '.o OUT AT A MERE FRACTION OP THEIR cost.
KANSAS FARMERS' INSTITUTES
l I THE BROKEN LINKS
Manhattan, Kas., Jan. 17. ArrangeTHAT Wit L Sl'RI'ASS ANY THAT WE HAVE EVER ATTEMPTED IN PAST CLEARANCE SALES A CLEARANCE OF SUITS, COATS, SKIRTS, FURS, WAISTS AND PETTICOATS
ments are being made to conduct a
series of farmers' institutes in southwestern Kansas over the Santa Fi
Tailor-madThe state institute director and Mr.
C. L. Seagraves of the railroad made
(Second Floor)
out a tentative schedule and now corINTO LOT8 TO CLOSE
respondence Is being had with the
.
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. .00 i
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ALL NET WAISTS REDUCED 20 PER CENT
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'AMS
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public speakers as well, and the ad-- 1
drenes it hIp on both side were fre-- I
ipn'iitly. I nviy soy usually, reported
in full in the I'm ,l papers, and copied
extensively In abridged form by pa-pers in neighboring cities and towns.
so that a trade excursion leaves In its
wake miliums of dollars' worth of the
most valuable sort of advertising, it
meisured by the usu il standards,
"The work is done systematically!
and the bvaiBCM rel ftUDns between the:
city visited and Chicago are fully dls-- !
on
leaving it by the parly
cuwted
forming a committee as a whole. A
import of each excursion Is printed In
The (Jre it Central Market Magazine." published by tile association. In
the Weekly Hulletin to the sust lining
members, and in addition to that, reports are made verbally to the executive committee .uní lo the ass
as a whole when public meetings

II. Fergusson, Francis D. Fergusson,
devisees, and to all whom It may concern. You are hereoy notified that
toral, S3 they preset a. I for coughs,
the alleged last will and testament of
Franz Huning. late of the county of
colds, bronchitis, weak lung, consumpHernalillo and territory of New Mcxl- tion. They trust it. Then you can afford
co, deceased, has been produced and
to trnst it. Sold for over cixtv vears.
HAVE
read In the probate court of the crfun-t- y
we MBIISB
tlinHutntii
0. Ayer Co.,
J
of Rcrnalllio, territory of New Mexthe lornul ol ill Mr nedkiac.
ow.ll,
ico, at an adjourned
regular term
thereof, held on the 11th day of December, 1905. and the day of the proving of said alleged last will and testaOF THEIR
ment was by order of the judge of said
RUNAwA Y BOX GAR ALMANAC IS ENGA6ED IN court
thereupon fixed for Monday, the
5th day of February, A. D. 1906. term
of said court, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of said dny.
Given under my hand and the seal
15 SMASHED
Chicago Trade Expansionists
of this court, this 11th day of DecemAS USUAL
ber. A. D. 1905.
(SEAL)
JAMES A. SUMMERS,
Probate Clerk.
Leave lor the West.
(Capitán News.)
SMITHEREENS
In the "New Mexico Happenings"
columns of the New Mexican of the
$ $
SPEND BUSY DAY SEEING
26th ult., the following misleading
is s s
"The n.Miie and fame of Chicago is
l,Hls
statement occurs:
$ $
""
eM?
s
frnmthe north last nighi
tuc
I
AH
the mailer cit- $
olunlo nr tup WIT t tin- country,throu&
of
vicinity
in
"Several
the
farnurs
ifs, those of Ti.flOO papulation or less, told of the wild runawaytO of a box car
$ 8 S S $ $
near
Canyon, Lincoln county, have
at
splinters
was
radttced
uhilt
are fully covered by the magazine
M.n lev. at the foot of Haton mountain been forced to abandon their farms,
$$$$$$$$
Greatly Impressed With Immeni "ubllh"1 "v "'"
on In- Tritodad side, Tuesday evening, because they had never Iliad on the
of
same
the
because
of
creation
and
In
twinkdestroyed
being
car
the
the
s s s s s s s s s s
at Reception I á Í1 P Q flP ílPfiPFF
Lumber Mills-Gu- ests
ling of an eye. The box car was the new forest reserve hy the governs s s s s s s s s s s
.
I
Woot-tonment."
ÜLUIILL Ul standing on the main track at
LnUILU U
We approached Clement Hightower.
it the entrance to the tunnel,
and Dance at Commercial Club.
s s s s s s s s s s s s s
the supervisor of this reserve, an.
v hen it started of Its own accord down
HONOR INSTALL
the Steep mountain side. The car asked him If the above statement was
true. Mr. RlgihtOWer replied that tin
m m gained terrific speed and as one
The big party of "boosters" from
of the trainmen expressed il, "the people of Hear Canyon have no such
flu. ujro, liter a strenuous sight-seein- g
OFFICERS
car came like a streak of lightning." Complaint to make. The rules govday in Albuquerque, left last nifhl
At Mortal one of the big "hog" en- erning the forest reserves make due
pbout id in imk for Sin Bernardino
gines w is taking water when the car and liberal provision for people living
Last night at their hall the ladies of crastied agiinst (he engine. The car on unsurveyed lands in forest reserves,
in their palatial private Pullman cars.!
the Decree of Honor formally Inatatl was sm.i-)- i d like a paper shell and and so long as they comply with the
Tlie visitors though tired were h.ip-pv. hen
they turned Into thel.-- ed their newly elected ofll.crs, after si ittered in apuntan on both sides of laws governbag public land entry, their
berths last night, and all were en- - which ceremony a generous banquet the track. The engineer and fireman lights are amply protected.
was diacnaafcd by the persons present, ISW the car In time to seek a place
The rules of the forest reserves are
thusiaMe in their praise of
th.y wer treat.-- in AJbuquar--! the whole evening being one long tql i, safety and escaped any Injury, al- causing enough dissatisfaction, when
The new officer though splinters Hew all around them. the plain truth Is told, without
que.
the
The Chicago men were shown, be remembered.
New Mexican stepping In and making
every courtesy but It was an easy! are: P. C. of It.. Mattle I ). Btowetl; Strange as It may seem the big
.
matter lo be courteous to such an c. of II.. M iry Bnufflebarger; L. of H.,
eive.l but very little damage statements that are not true, and creappreciative lot and the verdict of tli" Lola Slow, 11; C, of C., .Margaret Wei from the collision and was not put out ating a false impression, as is Its usual s S $ S S S Si S $ S $ S S S $ s s t
Ficustom.
committee of citizens thai did thai nine; Recordar, Etta B. Allison;
of business.
honors yesterday Waa unanimous to nancier, It n hci j. Johnson; Itecetvor,
$S$9$S9$$$t$$S$$9
It is said that the trainmen pur-I- "
Miner Sues for $20.000.
Catherine Karsch; I'sher, Amy Hamthe effect that they were the "4n
stly let the car collide with the enAttorney Leroy Anderson of this
bunch of fellows" who ever visit' d ilton; .1. w.. Ann Perceftetdi O. W gine so as to prevent its continuing
a Ibttquerque. While the aim and 8b--1 .1. .1. Votaw: M. lids of Honor. Klsie Us journey toward Trinidad and prob- city will Ale a suit In the district court
Musiii r and Bertha Btowelt;
Jcct of the loar in the final analysis A in
ably causing a disastrous wreck and Of Mohave county tomorrow on bea
miner,
Is. of . nurse, "to get more business," cian. Ida Mason; Trustees. M. K. Oat
i rhaps loss of life.
Since the dou- half of Walter A. Khey,
$ $ $ s St $ St $ $ $
M.tttie I. Stowell. ble track has been opened there is an against the Victoria Virgin Mining,
HM delagataa from the Commercial lln. three yens;
aaaorlatlon ara making a big píenlo two years; J. H. Shufllebargcr. one almost continuous string of train--o- company, for the collection of 180, r
out of the affair and ire as anxious
both tracks between Trinidad and 000 damages on account of injuries
5 $ 5 5 S S S
friends of the
to make personal
tlie
mountain and had mil the car received in sinking one of Ihe shafts
I'pwortli League Concert.
8 8 8 8 8$
southwestern patrons of "the great
ecu stopped It afould have met one on the properties of this company by
On Friday evening, January 19, a of these trains which would have no the explosion of some powder which
8 8 8 8 8
central market" as they are to gel
8 8 8 8
them on their list of customers. The' eoncert will be given under the aus- dottbl caused a w reí k that would have remained in the bottom Of a hole
8 8 8
after a large portion of the
Whole proposition Is carried out in a pi.es of tlie BpWOrth League of th"
hours.
in. ked traffic far several
$ $
considerable charge had burned out. Prescott
brandad Bünded way. entirely free If ethodlst Bpiaoopal Church South.1 costing the company
which promises lo be one of the bed more money than the single car was Journal Miner.
from any narrow commercial spirit
and for that rnaann the visitors made entertalnmenta or lis kind. The pro- worth.
Cough Remedy Absofriends of everyone in town. They gram which has been prepared is as
The big "hog" engine w'hl h stopped Chamberlain's
lutely Harmless.
go at in such a w holesouled way you tollows:
the ar had the headlight u a n off and
The fault of giving children mediPiano Soio Miss vVardwetl
pilot quite badly damaged but the cine containing injurious substances is NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
can't h"lp but like them.
A.
Joseph
BolO
Selected
Cello
111
con-1
completely
committee,
was
halve
split
The entertainment
ar
sometimes more disastrous than the
Andres Homero, Prop.
scratched, disease from which they are suffering.
tasting of ateaara.
Marrón, colhat the cab was tea
pin
i:
Heading.
Tel
"A
Rvery
that
should
know
mother
on, Heaaejdeu,
&
t
tin. McOaffey, Mi
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy ll perKlizilicth lilown.
PAKE ITALIAN BANKERS.
Ottnaul, Hubbell,
and Stubhs is
It
Albuquerque
Avenue,
2I1
to
Gold
take.
West
children
fectly
safe
for
"HeaVenly
Hope
Solo,
Vocal
entitled to are a redil for tin- thor- for
skipped wiih Thousands Belonging contains nothing harmful and passGAME IN SEASON.
alargare! Bmmons.
ugh m. inner In which it did up th
is
unsui
coughs, colds and croup
lo Poor Compatriots,
Haven.
violin
.o oinpllsh "d
job. The member- - h
by all druggists.
Jan. 17. ICIeven ed. For sale
Mass..
01 CO
ii. t.iiug. "Aii Untimely Call"- - May fakeBogton,
u ;;ood work for Albuquerque in adW. L.
Italian bankers have skipped
Hunting HO) Murderer.
vertising this city and its possibili- UW ens.
AND
TRANSFER
Berthold from Boston in the last fifteen years,
Trombone fiolo Selected
Since the shooting of U. Traputo by LIVERY, FEED
ties to tlie leading business men of
STABLES
savd
taking with them
Charles Carvinlo at Segundo Sunday
tlie greatest city west of New York. Havens.
ings of poor compatriota to the extent evening, which later caused the death
'In pin, Valse No. 14
I'l
I,
fit will ra
and that great
First Class Turnouts at Renson-nbl- c
It is estimated that tile of Traputo. not the slightest
of 1100,000.
It.
trace
Fu
Rates.
still is not to be doubted.
M. Wharton.
total loss by these crooked bankers, has been obtained of the murderer, New Phone 122.
Old Plionc 2
The gentlemen were the guests ill
who deal only with tlie poorer and who took to the hills immediately alhonor at the Commercial club last
more ignorant Italians, will foot up ter the crime. The shooting occurred
night, where an entirely Informal rethroughout
the Just at dusk, which aided the boy to
WEDDING fully
12,000,000
ception proved a highly njoyable so- MflLLER - BIHKERT
cOUntry mostly in the larger cities.
elude pursuit, says the Trinidad
cial affair. Many representative Al- Accuracy Our Hobby
The last defaulter is the manager of Chronicle-New- s.
buqtx rojuc people were in attendance
a
of
branch
ONE OF THE PRETTIEST
'he Banca Siciliana,
Bob Lee, deputy sheriff at Segundo,
"We've h id the best time ever"
New York Kalian hanking firm, who was In the city today and stated that
said Malll Batterlee, the "hot air arleft the city Friday with $8,000. The R cousin of the dead man was with
tist." or press representative, of th
No Prescription Is ton
majority of these concerns are started the parly at the time of Ihe shooting
OF THE SEASON
crowd. "If we have many more such
simple or too complicome
who
Italians,
here
by
New
wer-York
boy
and that Trapillo and the
good limes I fear
will have lo lake
cated to demand the
begin
groceries,
open
and
little
ud
discussing which of the two were
up after we get
a month off to r
utmost cate when we
Finally Traputo said
compound it.
k yesterday morning
at a banking business among their cus- the strongest.
home. Win n it ' nine to royal
,
of the Immaculate Con tomers.
that he could hit tile hardest blow
'llUI e
etrtatnly is
torta In ment Albiiiicn
doing a when Carvinlo ia said to have replied
Tltera are ilg Italians
In the strenuous class, Bul i tell you. ception the ReV. Father Mandalati
every man in th"
owd win always joined in marriage Frederick K. Mol' banking business here today, most of th it In- could knock out Traputo with
lia vi- - a warm place In his heart fur lei uní M Hide Helen Blnkert, both of Un in Unlicensed, as provided hy a- on" blow and as he said the words h)
ifute enacted last year. The dls- drew Ids gun and tired at Traputo.
Quini y, in. The bride was attended
Albuquerque."
I Bisase
by Miss Louise Moller, ol ijuin.y. sis- -, trlct attorney is now investigating The boy then fled to the hills.
In
liarai Ita
of
has
Kvery deputy in the county
Morning ter of the groom, Joini 1'. Hinkcrl, of these banks with the Intention
lii oon versa tioft with a
of been furnished With a description of
H.
&
Journal reporter yesterday, one of the this city, brother of the bride, acting; preventing further defalcations
the murderer and It Is not likely that
visitors
.is beat in. in. The bride wore a white this nature.
Surrounding
sun, with r
he will escape arrest.
"These trade extension trips an- broadcloth tailor-maMARK sMITII AND POWERS
been notified to be
also
towns
have
Frop8. Alvarado Pharmacy
aonewhal unique in their character, large velvet hat with oetrtch plumes.!
ALMOST COME TO BLOWS
It
on the lookout for the murderer.
First St and Gold Ave.
because liny are distinctly not Junk- The bridesmaid was gowned in .i
he will leave the
ets, but ,aie earni st propagandas In be- tgn tailor-mad- e
Dot:- - 'Phonee
suit.
Man's Rullty Conscience is not thoughtIt tint
Ariona
is believed that he is
country and
half of Chicago's commercial Interests,
After th, ceremony the bridal parMakes Him ct Mini.
being shielded by some of his friends.
carried on impartially by aii nteraben ty was driven to Beiger'i cafe, where
Washington,
of lln- patty. The general pi mam on .in elegant wedding breakfast' was;
Jan. l". For two
AI'IT.AItlXU OLI
teaching a town Is for the party lo served to fourteen of the relatives ami hours today the house committee on
spin np and each member of it t friends of the ontracling parties.
territories and tlie delegation of the Acts as ii Itar lo Profitable Employ-men- t.
Tinmake It his business to call personally
bride is the youngest daughter anti-joistatehood league of Arlisan.i
Lowney's Gunther's Whitman's
upon what! rer line of trad' has I on of Mi. and Mrs. Anton Blnkert, Of engaged in a "sparring contest." which
to grow Old.
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i
Qtttncy, where the former Is a
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In these days of strenuous compeor
tween Represt ntgtlvs Powers,
mid president ami officers of the local tire. real eslat. ilealetv
It is necessary to maintain, as
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M line and Delegate Smith of Arizona.
Messrs. John P. and Thomas
business mi n's associations are on
apapology by long as possible one's youthful
hand to greet the Chicago trade com- Blnkert, of this city, are brothers of that concluded with
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missioners, and. when the purpose of III" bride.
while it. A lícala
Smith. The hie ik rai
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wedding.
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who knows of anv substantial reason
Blabee:
L'd.v.ml
A.
Folsom.
compb'te their arguments before tin v under the laws and recula t ions of the
they arrive In town, and would, if per- Naco.
III' Interior liepiirlmnt whv such proof
to plesllons
lire S'llijeclcil
mitted, have lak'-all our time In
Albuquerque
a
should not he allowed will be KlVOn
sjttMsbers of the commJtteo.
I'sually
exchange of felicitations.
an on port unity at the above mentionStomach
Troubles
and
Consiiiulion.
s
The Arisonans at the meeting were; ed time and place to cross examine Foundry and Machine Works
there Is lime after making Ihe
"Chamberí. i. n'" Htomach and Liv r
oí Ihe business Interests of eiirh Tablets are the best thing for stomacli Pwlght It. Hoard, former governor the witnesses of said claimant, and to
It. P. HALL, Proprlcdor
evident e in rebuttal of that subcity v lulled, to ae. ept the hospitalities troubles and constipation I have SVSf nf Arizona. Roy I, Qoodrlah, Doners I offer
mitted
claimant.
lv
.
says
sold."
form-J.
It.
druggist
r
Seirips'-r,by.
X. o. Mut
r'ullman. a
S. A.
of the citizens. This hospitality usMANUAL It. OTHRO. Uclster.
Iron and Itraaa Cantlngs, Ore, Coal,
of Pottervllle. Mick
They Hre easy governor "f Artsons: B, B. o'Xeiu, of
ually takes the form of a dinner or to
give
always
ami
take
satisfaction.
and Lumber Cam, Pttlleya, Orate
J. Doran.
I'Kiil Notice.
Inn. In "ii according to the lime of I tell my customers to try them and Phoenht; C. O, Randolph,
Ham. Kabbltt Metal, Columna
Will and Testament of Frunz
day, followed by addresses on both if not satisfactory to come back and Patkfr Quetu, f. R, Ites irt, of Pros' I. ol
and Iron Fronta for Hulld-IngHunlnir,
Deceased.
Shields,
H.
of
In
cott;
Charhs
llev.
been
We
have
get their money, hut have never naa a
fortunate
aides.
Hepalra on Mining an1
Arno
To .Mrs Ernestine
HunlnK.
A. J. Chandler, of Mesa; J. J. HiFor sale hy all druggist.
thewe excursions, particularly in that complaint."
M. H. FerKUssoii,
executors Mlllln- - Machinery in Our Specialty
I,,,,.
ill.
Cr
ind
Itiggs.
of Ios Calen is;
through the southwest, in having
devisees. Mrs. Arno E. Ilunliift.
Kansas City beef of (Jlohe; (leorge Krench. of MsJKlfl and
ion Imal sI I of
FOUNDRY
represented by men who were anilTliemillion
.
Mrs II. It. FYrnussnn. Krna If, I'Vi
mil Klein wort s. 112
W. .S. Sturges. I'ima county.
Busson. Harvey B. Feritusson, Jr., LtM East Side Itallroad Track, Albuoucrque
not only men of affairs but were good North Third street.
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Underwear
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Corset Covers for 25c
Positively the best values ever
offered the Albuqueflie public.
Every garment that we price for
for 25c you can depend upon it
is worth double that price.

Morning Journal
"Wivnt Ads"

y

f

Corset Covers for 35c
Look will the people remember
the garments we offer at this
price for they're well worth
from 40 cents, to 75 cents each.

,

Are Dollar Makers

en-ci-
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Fresh

Sa Meats

i

and see the values for
50c, 75c and 98c

Drawers for.

25c

we

By a lucky purchase
offer In this sale the
greatest special In Muslin
Drawers ever offered In
this section of the country
they're made of good
bcavy muslin, with wide
and finely
hemstitched
tucked ruffles, cut full,
and sewed right. They're
worth double the price.

We guarantee the values
offered during this sale
for 35 c, 50c, 65c, 75c and
up to $2.50 for the pair

ld

i

THIMBLE

hard-earne-

.

MUSlin GOWnS
.

of the

value-givin-

B.

Briggs

Co

i

de

I

-

I

quote

special for the Gown Section.
This special is a gathering of
d
Muslin
Women's
Qowna that simply cannot lie
equalled elsewhere us far as
quality and price is conThe lot includes
cerned.
gowns trimmed with bice and
embroidery of all sorts. They
are worth up to HO cents each
and, the sale price is only
Full-slzi'-

518

,

1

g

We

as a sample
offerings of this sale one good

c

Great values for

65c, 75c, 98c and up to $4.00

Fine Muslin Skirts
Underskirts
Q
$1 t3 ,. j micSale skirt

handsomely
Each for
Í.X.
J y.
ui ciiiui uiuci
llliiniicu wiui
values
At this price our annual White
are always the crowning feature of this sale
event. This season we've purchased a larger
quantity than usual, which means a larger varie
ty, plenty for all,
and excellent
values for the
price considering
A

1

the quality.
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HOLIDAY
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Don't fail to see
the va'ues shown
for
75c,98c,$2

5 $3.00

I

I
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up to $4.00
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THE
PRESCRIPTION

THE

DRIJGGIST

SECURITY

WAREHOUSE

COMPAN

Will safely keep your PIANO. FI KV
ITURE, TRUNKS. VEHICLES, MEH
CHANDISB, MACHINERY and an
artil le, targe or small, for any letMrtl
oí time. In their new and
toragu warehouse.
at rcaKouahli
ates. .Money lamned on goods stored
Denier In
UKOCEniEM, PROVISIONS. HAY.
;itAJN AND FUEL.
OFFICES: (HtANT KMH'K
Flue Miic of Impolled Wimn. l.luiiors
HOTH PHONES
and t'lirnrs. Place Your Orden
Por Tills Line With Us.
IS41M11 NORTH THIRD STREET

201 West Railroad Ave.

Toti&Gradi
Ttifc E INGLE WOOD
MRS.

The St. Elmo Sample an
Club Rooms

J. BOULDKN. Prop,
auto. Phona 204

Cerner Second Street and Copper Are

Choice Liquors Served. A Good Piad
to while awav the weary hours.
the Popular Carnes. Keno evod
aii
THE
raonoay, i tiursday and Saturday
Nights.
JOSEPH BARNETT.
307 West Itallroad Avenue.
Day or Nltflit. iau v. Hallroad Ave.
Hoth 'Pitones.
Proprleto
AHmniieroue.

New Mexico.

rVEHR

Undertaking Company,

i

Ihursda. January
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PETER BARI WHOM

E

HMUUIiNIHtH

WHITLEY SHOT WAS

The hearing of Joh Johnston and
Samuel Tallls on a chii ge of attempt'
ing to break into the bouse of Carl
loffir.' ii last
night, which
was continued from Tuesday aflernoon, eume up again yesterday morning and at the conclusion was again
continued until i:S0 this morning,
Judge W. C HMCOCK, who Is appearing for the defendants in the case,
showed by the almanac the position
of the moon, and that it could not
hive been shining in the tares of the
men If they were on the notith Side
of the Hoffman hame at midnight on
that date. He also gave (he court and
spectators a very learned lecture on
astronomy. The eourt said that he
felt thai the men should he held to
the grand Jury, but Judge Heaen, k re.
plied that he desired to show to the
court tint attempted tanuwbreakrng
was a misdemeanor and was not a
e se for the grand jury.
The court
tdjourned the ease until this morning,
when luda Mi.iec.-will submit i
brléí in support of his arguments, in
ease thai Heicoek's contentions are
right, the men will be lined, othoi-wtnthey will be bound over to ibe grand
I

-

Sent Up for Ufe for Murder
L

PROSECUTION LIKELY
AGAINST SANTA

FE OFFICER

It has been discovered positively
that Peter liarr, the desperate IMfrO,
Who died in Prcscott some weeks ago
as the result of wounds reeeived In D
pistol duel wilh Santa Pe Officer Thad
Whitley at Ash Pork, whs an escaped
convict This accounts for tin- - readiness with which the MfM handled
his Run when he shot at special Balita
1'V Officer Charles
Main, at Isleta.
below this city, and again for the
speed with whieh he got his batteries
into action when Whitley expelled hltn
from the Basta Pe train at Ash Pork.
Letters received by the officials in
Preacott from Louisiana bring the
lo ws that Hnrr was sent to the slat''
penitentiary for life for the wanton
murder of a follow negro near the lit
Ho town of l.'oushatta.
Last spring he
made his escape from tlio prison
guards, the break being a particularly daring one, and since that time he
has been steadily on the move westward. It Is thought he was heading
for .Mexico or the Orient when he
reached this section.
II Is now considered quite unlikely
thill Whitley will bo proseen oil. The
latter is "still in the hospital at Loa
Angeles and Is said to be recovering
rapidly.
The following Is one of the letters
received by Dr. Yount, of Prcscott,
and turned over by him to District Attorney Ellin wood:
I'oushattn, La., Jan. 4.
Dr. O. B, Yount, Prcscott, Ariz.
Deor Sir: Your letter to "Lucy
Parr" In reference to her son, Peter
Han's condition, received today. She
had received two telegrams before the
letter. The first about in substance
as your letter, the second that hi- died
Sunday morning, December 31, 190S,
Lucy liarr Is a good but poor colored
woman, and begs me to thank you
for your kindness to her son and
tlioiightfulness of her. She received n
letter today from Cash Henderson,
Ash Pork, Arizona, stating that Peter
was shot seven times while restating
an officer.
Peter Parr's wife and child, also
mother and older brother, live on this
plantation about two miles above
peoand "are good
ple, but Peter was an escaped convict,
having been sent to our State prison
for life two years ago for killing one
of his color. Last spring he made
bis escape from the guard, and had
not been heard from since by the officials until telegram from Prcscott
if not too much trouble would appreciate il very much If you will write me
circumstances leading to hla arrest
and shooting. Yours very truly,

SATS

RIO

Another Great White Sale

bHARUt UAR

ESCAPED CONVICT

NO

he said he could not apeak officially,
but, as a private citizen, he believes If
the proper representations are made
to the Mexican government the treaty
which would mean so much to New
Mexico. Texas and Chihuahua, would
be approved.
"Juarez has suffered a great deal
from lack of water and money alone
could not settle an account
of this
kind." he declared.
IS UNIQUE
Felix Martinez, secretary of the Kl
Paso association, was the neat speak-- !
or. He went Into the history of the
Rio Orande project and .said that from
the time the Kl Paso delegation went;
ONLY GOVERNMENT
PROJECT
to salt Lake to get the National Irrigation congress every effort that had
THAT CATCHES WHOLE FLOW been made
had been fruitful of results.
N'ow that Secretary Hitchcock had
"The site of the Rio (rande dam is promised that the Rio Orando dam
the largest of all the irrigation works would be built, the government, he
that are being built by the reclama- said, "cannot go back on u square
tion service, and it Is the best, be- deal."
cause It is the only one which will
hold the
entire Hood How of the
stream. Others will hold only about
POSTOFFIGE
20 per cent of the overflow o'f the river, and while with them SO per cent
of the flood waters will go to waste,
GOT
ROBBER
OFF
the Rio Crande dam and canals will
only waste 2a par cent through evaporation and other ways."
r H. Newell, chief engineer 'f the
reclamation service, us one oi the
guests of honor at an Informal
DáUUty United State: Marshal Wal- (Itiet tendered him and H M.
Gregory will leave this morning'
tor
fop'TMsmg engineer ;u 1,1 i;,H , .b.n- - lor' Wlokonburg to bring
in Carl T.
day night opened his remarks
ilh
this statement to members of the 1:1 Wits in,on tbe yeoflg man under arrest
suspicion of the robbery of,
Paso Valley Water Psers' association then
the poetOfflCC a! Wii kenburg. says'
at the St. flegis.
"The first step has been taken to- the Phoenix Republican, He will 1,"
day," he continued, "when your asso- accompanied by Inspector Blwell, of
ciation ratrfled the contract with the the postofflce department, who argovernment for the construction of rived in the city yesterday morning,
the Leaaburg diversion dam. ir this Wilson will be aralgaed before Court
Johnstone,
probably
dam Is built it means, I think, tic ul- Commissioner
timate construction of all of this work, this afternoon.
Tic first intimation the United
and while the diversion dam will hi lp
itei authorities tad of the affair
this valley but very little, it will com- st
was from the story of the robbery
mit the government to the entire
ami the arrest of Wilson printed In!
the Republican. The territorial autwenty-five
About
members of the thorities of Whkenburg
been
had
association were at the dinner which Of
1. red
to dismiss the charge which
was arranged hastily In honor of the
hail been made agalnt him on tile
two visiting engineers of the reclf
warrant Issued out 01' the court of
Hon service,
Justice of the Peace Hector itiggs
Horace 1'. Stevens was toastma
'.0:1 at the request of Assistant United
Mr. Newell was the (list sneaker
Attorney Kibbey. they agreed
States
began
he
at once to tell of the Rl( 10
bold him In custody until the ar(rande project.
a representative
of the Unit- Tin; speaker threw a few bouqui ts rival of
at Kl Paso, saying that he admired ed States marshal's office.
It was learned yesterday that lb'
the good spirit shown by the Bl Paso
people, and said their method In co- amount of money stolen in the rob- operating with the Upper valley Was bery was ills and a registered letter.
tHe value of the ((intents unknown.
to be highly commended.
"In Upper
a young man!
and lower valleys of other projects Wilson 24is said to be
years of age, lb arrived
the people pull about and work at about
cross purposes," but here, he declared, at Wtckenburg about a year
tin
there was harmony and community I' people in Phoenix who know
lie was considered to bo a
"(Tort In the work.
Consul Francisco Mullen translated hftved young man.
Mr. Neweii's remarks Int
ipanish foi
Tin: catholic i inrs' aid SOthe Mexican delegation present and CIETY
WILL GIVE
CARD PARTY
was himself the nexl speaker.
THURSDAY EVENING, JANUARY IH
Believes México Would Approve.
VI ST. MARY'S HALL, ADMISSION'.
Having no official instruction as to INCLUDING
CARDS
WD
25 CENTS,
if
Whether or not .Mexico would ratify
the treaty by which Mexico shares
FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
In the Rio Orande Irrigation project.
IVES T1IK I'M)!! 1ST.

NEWELL

o

j

Jury.

ROSS ALLEGES FUR SEÑORA

J. R. Rasa, who lives in the vicinity
of th" American Lumber
oonpény'x
plant In this city, took a little trip
the original clly of Albtnpier.pie last!
Monday night and now he has a al-- 1
Snce of $(50 on the deficit
of his
family ledger.
In his wanderings around the antique precincts of old Town he net
one Mrs. Maria Juana Haca, and in a
complaint which he swore out in the
ourt of Justiec Jose Miguel Chaves in
the Old Town yesterday, hi! allSfOl
tint the comely señora is guilty of lar
any from ma person to the amount
mentioned a.hove.
Yesterday afternoon
of the par
t or Jnatli
ti?s appeared In the c
'haves, Imt RoSS
te,i
prevL
not care to
oul sell l ment, said he
prosecute the COM ami
a Haca whs
willing to pay the coal
id have the
ease dismissed. Conse ía- ntly the lu
i

etdent

is

!

closed.

KNIGHTS

OF COLUMBUS

CELEBRATE

dccii(lahle, daintih trimmed i ndcnnasllns we have ever planned for the
ladles of Albuquerque. No SDCh gl and collect Ion. of -- m rior made Underwear lias ever been placed
on tne coantera of stay store in this city. Immense quantities, nuietb - ami assortments
that will
make lids sale famous.
c shall toll you in the quality ut the goods, Iheir cleanliness no t purity.
and their speaking prices what mihl perforce h
littcd lure. The following Illustrations will give.
our customers a hint of these reniai-kablofferings.
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SIKTÍ DOLLARS
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'Hie best prepared sale of
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A. CR1BRSON,

LOOKING

FOR

Tonight there will be a card party,
dance and banquet given by Alhuqucr-qucouncil No, fill. Knights of Columbus, at the council chambers of
the lodge in the Klks' building. II
will be the hlrd anniversary of the Institution of the lodge in Alboquerqus j
and a committee of t. n of the mem
busy arranging the
hern has been
rogram. The admission of coins",
will be limited to the Knights and'
heir famllli s and friends.
o

FLOOD THAN
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(Kl Paso Herald.)
"With six and eight feel of snow in
the mountains and the winter not hall
over," Said a man this morning o a
Herald representative, "there is going
to be lots of water in all the streams
this spring, and I would not be surprised If the Hio Crande got high' ''
than last year. Therefore, it would
be a good Idea for the city council to
lake steps at once anil repair and
strengthen the banks along the (anal
especially fi the bsstdgala of the canal
and not wait until the floods arc upon
us, as they did last year.
"There Is no doubt but that th
water will be as high this year as last,
for already we have an much snow on
(he ground north of us on the Rio
Crande watershed, as there was last
year at the melting period. The winter Is yet hardly half over, and we are
sure to get a lot more before It passes. With such an assurance of high
water II Is certainty very unwise to
wait until the flood season begins to
take steps to protect the city.
."Out In the mountains of northern
Arizona and up In northern New
Mexico and Colorado the snow Is so
deep the the prospectors have had
has
to cease wank, a condition that
not confronted them for several years
and such a condition does not augur
well for people and property along the
Rio Crande w'hen the snow begins to
melt this spring and the river begins
to rise."
that last
It will bo remembered
year the river rose over all the country
north of Kl Paso In the Mesilla valley that wa not away above the level
of the banks, and thousands of dollars
worth of dunnage was done. A great
deal of money was also spent to protect the lower portion of Kl Paso and
the water cut out the river bank below the city, and besides ruining several acres of good land, rut in two the
county road and even threatened I
change Its course, cut the O. H. railroad and mude a bee line through the
valley this side of Ysleta. It was only
by hard work that the current was
finally stayed, but another such rise
do
as ist year would undoubtedly
great harm, and old timers, who have
noted conditions In the past fear that
the Hood this year will be the worst
.
In a long time.

IT'

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Company
I
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FOR FRESH KGQ8
From i to I
old Telephone Mornings to

Days

BRED-TO-LA-

CARLOAD of NEW

Ramsay's

FURNITURE

Typewrilorium..

POVLTRY YARD

,

.1. I
II UIGER, PROP.
TEIiKFHONK RKB --'mi

(Small Holding Claim No. 305.)
Notice lor Publication.
Denartmenl of the interior, Pnlied
Slates Land Office, Santa Fe. N. M..
January :t. 1MÍ,
Notice Is hereby given that the fole
lowing named claimant has filed
to make final
of his Intention
roof in support of his claim under
sections 1fi and 17 of the act of Mar. !i
:t. tsftl (L'fi Stats.. sr,4). as amended
bv the act of February 21. 1S!3. (27,
Stats.. 470), and that said proof will
be made before P. S. Court Commissioner at San Rafael. N. M.. on Feb. t,
I Ml,
vi.: Mrs. Francisca Sarracino,
w idow of
Francisco Sarracino, de-- i
eased, for the lots 1 and '1, sec. 10,
lot 3. sec. 17. lots 4 and ",, sees lfi and
'7. T. 10 N.. R. 7 W.
She names the following witnesses to
prove her actual continuous adverse
oossesslon of said tract for twenty
rears next preceding the survey of
'be township, vi: Corgonio Figueroa.
of Cubero. N. M.: Pablo Lucero, of
Cubero. N. M.: Jose Anastacio Cande-rlArlof Cubero, N. If.; Juan D. Martinez, of Cubero. N. M.
Anv person who desires to protect
(gainst the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of anv substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department w bv such proof
should not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the above mention-- ,
ed time and pla:e to cross examine
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal Of that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL R. OTKRO, Register.
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DON'T FORGET
our hobbv runs to the
That while gvntema
we Hill! make
leaf
and bound account
.''ill ruled
A book made to null vour
books.
business saves time, patience, eneritv
anil monev.
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All that's Best in Mattresses
Guaranteed by us as well
as Ostermoor.
Take care Don't be fooled.

i

LOOK FOR THE LABEL
Put there by Ostermoor for your
protection. Beware of imitations
on the Ostermoor
success. We sell the genuine.

tradino-

O. W.

STRONG'S SOX'S,
Furniture, Hug. Crockcrv, Etc., Etc.

Mid-Wint- er

Agents for the

Underwood Visible

Ought to Move Southwest

STIR FURNITURE
Send us the names and addresses of any persons you
think would be Interested in
the Southwest, and wo will
mall them Interesting tend
booklets and a copy of our

Immigration journal.

matter.
i)', t now

Typewriter RlblMnu and
Supplies always on hand.

214 OoSd Avenue

you are Interested In pur-I- .
cone a typewriter, call and
examine our stock.
If

The

HI
Ho

b. f.

Railway Exchange

Chicago

S. RIMStV,

GEO.

:

Address
Gen. Colonization
Agt.,A.T.&S F.Ry

Typewriters,...

GO.

Etertn."
,
You send the list and we
will send the descriptive

-

Corner Copper Avenue and Second Street

Great

Alert Steel Ranges

Back East

Cor. Fourth &
Railroad At

With the Woman's Rxchange.
All kinds of Becond-kgA- d
Typewrit' is bouKht, sold, exchanged,
rented and repaired.

JUST IN

Your Old Friends

no-lic-

Room

copp, d. d. s. Gross,Kelly&Co
v Armllo iiuildiin:
I.

19,

A. E. WALKER
FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Hnlldlnj;

Asmm'ÍuIíoii

0, Italdrliljic's I.umlici'
Automatic 'FbOM KM,

Of lice In

Nard.

MANAGER

,1.

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
Wool. Hides A Pelts

a Specialty
M.ftl H KltQI i:

T.AS

Clearance Sale

A SALE THAT SELLS!

REGULAR PRICES SMASHED!
ALL BROKEN LINES IN MEN'S SUITS
at prices that will astound the most economical buyer. They must and will be sold in this the greatest of all our former sales.

Suits worth $13.50 and $15

Now $10.50

l

CASINO.

mm

Only

Sale Begins Thursday Morning, january J8, at 9 o'clock- -

druggists.
LAST

m.

-

An ggreeadrte movement of the
Is
is without any unpleasant effect
produced by Chamberlain's Stomach'
For sale by all
nd liver Tablets.
bow--

BIGGER

.tin,,

-

All
119

Winter-weigh-

t

West Gold Ave.

Suits worth $15, $16 and
$16.50, now
$13.50

Suits worth $16.50 and $18

Now $14.75

Overcoats for Men and Boys at 20 per cent Discount

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122 So.

Second St.

vn;s
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"The .Morning Journal lias Nghof circulation rating Mian Is accorded
to any other paper In Allmipicnpic or ui.y other dully til .New Mexico." The
American Newspaper Directory.
Dally, by null, on year in advance
Pair, by carrier, one month
Patty, by m ill, one month

Perhaps you want a L t
Or a Home.
Remember we have them.
Ihfl largest list In the city.
Eight hundred lots.
Residences, two hundred;
Forty-od- d
ranches.
If you want a loan,
we can get It
Easy terms on property.
List your property with us.

1

only paper

TIM

REAL ESTATE
NEW TELEPHONIC 4.
REAL
Security

gambling wouldn't be so
MONEY TO LOAN O.N GOOD
low
RATES OK INTEREST.
I.anky Hob has retired and th? pile's
Platee ohi Qpcorated Dmssnr Set
FOR REN T.
?,
will no longer have Fitz in the ring.
furnished rooms. Ilá.00.
M " Gold Decorated, Painted Dinner set, sio.no
3 partly furnished rooms. Jio.oo.
House. North Arno St.. $ 2.00.
Kansas City Is to, get a skate on this
$100 and up
Glass Berry Seta
House.
Broadway,
North
week
it la to be held in the ice riiiK
$15.00.
(üa-- room House South Fourth.
s
Bowls
aa
11.S
Large Pres. Col
Punch
I1S.00.
In honor of the New Year llarv.n l
House, furnished, I1S.00.
House, adobe. $8.00.
baa sworn off on football until le wl
POM $ALd
MAIL (iRDERS SOLICITED
fall.
- room
House, with business room,
lot 50x100 feet, South Third street.
Hereafter the Annapolis curriculum
$1.600.00.
Will include the annual trial for hazHouse with lots n0xH2 fe;a.
ing.
on a corner near In. Price, $2,000.
I0 It now.
West End Viaduct
Cor. Coal and 2nd St.
14-- n
l house, two blocks from post-- ;
Retail
Auto. 'Phone 171
Colo. 'Phone, Red 177 Wholesale
TI
world will belleVS Patrick han
with two lots. House well
COMPANY, no Gold v
been executed when it sees the tomb- shed. This property Is In one
ft
stone.
of the best locations In this city.
and is for sale at $á,500.
Cincinnati has found out It has bean
house, North Fourth street,1
shy l4t.O0 for twenty years. WH?n
with 3 lots 75 xl'.2 feet, near In.'
ignorance Is bliss .
Price, $3,GC0.
Palmer's and Wright's finest odors, put up in fancy boxes, at
on North Fnurth street
Th' shorthand reporter who took lots
House and lot on South Walter street,!
down Mr. Rogers' testimony has it a
brick, 5 rooms,
OH the back of a postage, stamp.
Brick house and lot on West Coal
ave.; 5 rooms,
Sot- $2.fi00. '
Also Fancy Wliisk Broom Holders and Inf-in- t
Alfred Sutro tlv English playwright
Brisk house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on,
Would study the SOU) Of Rockefeller
North Second street,
as if John had such an appendage!
price, $2,650.
FTRE INSURANCE
house, lot 36x1 42, stable, etc.;
''Ringing Resolutions," says the B
REAL ESTATE
$950.
yellow Almanac, in big headLOANS
house,
new,
modbrick
nearly
.Soclines, "Adopted By Ladles' Aid
Blue Front.
117 West Railroad Avenue.
Both Phones
Ph-n- e
451
Automatic
ern
improvements,
on
$3.150,
at
iety!"
ROOM 10. N. T. ARM MO BUILDING
North 4th street.
house,
avenue, $2.700.
Taft says Mr Hurriman has can ted - room house, Coal
lot 75x1 32 feet, In High-landall this freight blockade just to delay
cood location; $1,150.
tMf canal.
llarriman should be boiled
brick house, Tijeras avenue;
oil.
modern, fine location; $3,300.
- room house, furnished,
good locatone of Aiii'e's wedding garments
tion, $1150.00.
WHOLESALE
- room brick house, corner Marquette
"Made In Germany" or "imported
Cigar
avenue, and North
6th street;
m I'ari'i ." She is just a plain Aal- $3,200.
Exclusive
for
frame In one sf the best Yellowstone ami O.Asenta
F. C. Whiskies.
locations on Broadway at a bar- OhandOn
Moet
Seal Oliam-ItasiWhite
f New York,
Hev. Mr. Llttlefleld,
Pain; modern
St. Loots A. B. C. Bohemian
WKeelock Ave.
has been admitted to a labor (edora-- j Fine iilnc-roohease: modern South
and Jos. Sciilltz Milwaukee Bottled
Btoadwav; $4.000.
tiou on the theory thai the church Is
Be
rs.
and
Owner
and
house,
South Edith
a closed shop.
of the Alrarado Cluh Whiskey.
street; fine location; $1 900.
Write for our Illustrated Catalssrue
or
street,
on
North
Second
house
nd
Pr'ce List
senators
who
The New Torh
TVlenhone.
Automatic
Its.
good
$1,560.
In
repair;
ro
e Chauncey evidently borel
wouldn't
Salesrooms.
South First Stoet.
in mind the good "hi adage
about Three hundred 8nd twenty acre ranch ALHUOUK.ROUE
- - NEW MEXICO
hay alfalfa, grafted frutt trees.
glaSS houses.
Hood buildings, etc.
Seven-rooframe, three lots N. Third
"Optional w ork and compulsory sal- -'
St.. $2,700.
brick house. S. Third st,
is the Insurance;
ary" Rlllis says
$3.000; reasonable terma
man's il al. And he says they take
BUSINESS CHANCES,
Established 1878
all but thefltove lids.
flood rain hi's near the cltv for sale
prices.
at reasonable
Houses for Rent.
Now thai Rodey and Mark Smith! Uh'p Insurance.
Notary Public. Insurance, Bond-.- . Money (o Loan.
(.'old Avenue
Collected. Taxes Paid, nni!
FEED, FLOUR AND GRAIN
;; Rents charge
are both on th' ground the pain:
of
taken
for
entire
nronerlr
eagerly scanning the obituary columns
Mitchell WtfMi
in the Washington papera.

JOI FINAL 8 THE LEADING REPUBLICAN PAPER
;
N
OF NEW mi Ano, m i i
nil PRINCIPLES OP THE REFTJBIJ-CA- S
PARTI ILL THE TIME UfDTHH METHODS OP THE REPUBLICAN
PARTS WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.
I Wit! I' circulation than mv Other nuncr In New Mexico.
N New Mexico USMed eerv day In I lie jear.

The drudge of kitchen duties can be reduced ' to actual ple,isiiii
We seR an J
if you are equipped with good sanitary cooking utensil s.
guarantee the famous Van Oyk.- - Brown Enamel Ware, Our line Is repleta
with all that is new and nobby In China and Ulassware.

COLUMN

bad If the dice weren't loaded.

MORNING

TERMS

n

Kitchen Hardware

DUNBAR'S

"They're all Joiiy Good Fellows"
those Chicago men.

M.

N

n

$.o

J. D. EMMONS

'

$5.:iO

60
!so

...,

ai.hu

io.

Thwadny. .January ih.

t

,

NEW MEXICO

10-ro-

Till R80AT MORNING,

JANUARY is, num.

The Morocco Matter

Rankin & (o.

o
i:
it ap&t

ñ

Title senators

Washington at

:.

hard to make

a as though lbe (ending of delegal

25c

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

by this government to
parti Ipate in the conference at Atfftofrai ni Mori ccan affairs, is
an :u t of interference on our part In a matter
tight to be left
Die iitititi e.s of the old World,
vhole Morocco business Is u very small affair at
untry
rlute despotism, and the authority of the preK
march
Red by n pretender, who lias n latee followlni
(

3-

s;

MEUNI&EAKIN

Twenty Lots

4-

annoyance and loss to those nations
ranee and Germany have been worrying
Hrt, though Great Britain has more than I
i both
r them combined,
in ido2 the
orocco were: Great Britain, f.6.2IO.oo;
ifiO.oon.
The exporta of Morocco to the tii
i"
main, Ii.il9.00; t Germany, 1515.000, and to Ft ttce,
The unsettled stiti- of affairs in MOTOCOO CauSed a faX
notm the Arab tribal In Algeria, the adjoining French
r PYanoa
on the pari
to assume a guardiansli
irmany was not wilting to agree to this, and io matteri
iiy. when representatives
FYs
and Germany got t
ion a program for ui International conference on the si
the other civilize,) nation
it'S. (
are Immediately intereai
others ate there really ti
of arMtri
point to be lettled
is justm, d In est
oil nint;

South Waller and

m

Cash

uneasiness
and led to
Moroci

r

1

1 1

on till last

and agreed
md Invited
the nations
while the
Important
trelgnty In

Putney

L. B.

m

Six-roo-

Residence Sites

W. P. METCALF

Wholesale Grocer

TT dvnhar

co

College buy at Berkeley !s sahl to Corner Gold Avenue and Third Street.
have gone Insane, suffering from re- -

m

A

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.
o

mania. Thai particular crBCC
rather a rarity in must colleges.

llglOUS

The Cold Shoulder

m

and his bunch am

in

had

a conference
The Kansas City .lournal seems !o
the light for
have an utier disregard for accuracy
men propose to ludging from a recent Item to the tf
j i i
bal bey feet that "two negroes' skulls wire1
measure ai they fractured In a fres for all light" in
city.
io friendliness to that
e not shown any
said to
The Pennsylvania railroad
to them.
The have distributed ti'xts from ths Bible
passes. Thai win bej
v years late, and In lieu of railroad
any way
to Rockefeller
a comfort
should he happen to want to take a
trip on tin pennsy,
in

i

h

t

i

Hereafter a squad of marines and a
platoon of i:,, ugh Riders will be do- lile, to attend the heatings j,f tin
committee on territories, with a patrol wagon, an a mhulance, a Chemical
xllngulsher and n squad of pi, lice reserves outside the door, tolerably goo,
older may be preserved,

W.i

Pure Sea Food

IOS

in the

Seirxlshipt Carrier

i

Received fresh every morning

situ

stuttering

The First National Bank will rent you a Safe Deposit Box for 12.51
a year and up. Call and let us explain the system.

t

the pit
natural

it

guggug--

ih-t- he
dud-Denv-

g

Dud- -

PLANNING A M AX HOUSE is often
labor of love to the home-make- r,
and in doing this do not neglect the
Plumbing Question,
Bemember that
i Plumbing
g
insures perfect sanitation, and on sanitation
dependa tin
health and ensuing happiness of your
family; besides there are many
in your kitihen ami hath
looni which modem sanitary plumbing will give you. Communicate with
the Standard Plumbing i Heating
Co., Plumbers, for all detailed par- -

fe."

Thth-8us-Ban-Sa-

B

as Howell could Wipe his faca
and recover from his impromptu bath
he gave the stutterer the desired Inforfountain was
mation. The human
about to make another outbreak when
Howell started for the rear end of Ihe
office without excusing himself, wnen
the Inquisitor had departed a woman
who had witnessed the performance
suggested to Hnweii that ha should
have a rubber false fgCO handy for
iieli occasions.' Kansas City Journal.
As soon

Valuable Information
hahlky.

:

--

Ghc

RIO GRANDE LUMBER COMPANY
Sash and

a

Doors- -

Painl and Glass
Contractors' Materials

ei

.it Missouri, expresses his eatlsfsc- ;-the Inquirí in New York Into the connc.-i ni Companj
ll.oi of the
with th' corporation which Controls h oil business in his tal'. He
H
that he Secured some
t for, and did not rapa t to
ure even thing. Bui the
THE STANDARD
ires Mr. ii.oii. v 'tii. it in- hat
ured thai for which the
Locating Uto Bullet.
i be
and Heating Co.
Plumbing
profoundly gratefal,
f i .ink
by tin"When i was s little more Inexpi
tes of (hair eon temptuous di
army
I am now,"
iw and
an
said
laan
ill W(' Ral 71ad avi ., Albuqueniui
Wr embarraislni
rts. it is wholesome that tin- - di
one
ittitude surgeon, "I had
Auto.
Bell Red Hi
time performing mi operation on an
before. officer who had been shot in the abdo- mu continuas ths Star, everybody knou Ii
hlngrmen, it was in th Cuban campaign,
.
and lifter all engagemetll this man ELK'S
i? imagination
OPERA HOUSE ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
on 'bin score, His blunt ral
' cams In suffering terribly from a Bosh
questions f ths Missouri mquiattor atlvs
intryi wound baloa the ribs.
'
' have hardly ever seen such mini
mflaencs he and bis tssoelatss have In theli
lelty
Tuesday, January 23
endúranos of such sgony, He post
mil to tome to n test of strength on Hits so
Ihe rurts ttvely refused to take anything to pu'
'
out of eoiiseiiiiiHiiess.
United states without Jurisdiction over the Standard
tint li lm
tin'
irthar .1. ylcswnrtli Pn
So another ssststani
saiii he
ust of trusts. th' greatest of all
h. o, topi
Merry. Jingling, Mnatcal Vwrtx
The 'ni.
""" and I went t,, work on him. After WS
had puttered around for live minute
iih proves and seal pela and wfcei
Till; U VM.M s ORIGINALA
imtient musí nave Deen wearieo
BILL JoNKS, i western ruin h int, went to Kansas I'ity to buy good", our
with pain and loss of Wood, he raised
ime of th)!.)- he shipped hums ahead of hu own arrival and nearly fnght-lehis head enough to look nl us.
i
" "What in thunder are you fellows
his wlfi' out of h.-- w.is. 'J'lo ni'lghboi s beard her shrb-kand runnlnt' itnin?1
'Wliv ilno't von eel
s.ild he
her reseue i),uni to r fr.inli. ill, rndeavorina to remove th com of a hem mwl mmm nt Hi ,i arneinrft'
" 'We lire OfobiliLr Col 111,
bllllet''
BoSl
luse tin- box bore th,
"Bill insidl
Hok. said
I
" 'Probing for the bullet," lie ex-- I
TUB
I
piith of AOzon.i appeal' hi be very much llf- - claimed, "Why. you Idiots. I've gol th,
wiih tin- Fourteenth Bteeei Theater,
Harper's
e
gruiltled about the i hilly r"eptiou uhi h th- looby n
vi d at th s ' bulle) beta in my pocket!"
New STork, fast.
Ui'kly
Booked by Marks e. Swan,
While ilríuse. lloubtless they x
the pTSSldenl to cmi-.- - Ihe polby
M. Btramberc
Melódico h) I'rof.
This Nevar RapfMoedl,
of the administration s soon
delegation from the mining
he heard thai
i n
i B s
i,
N ; ii i i s
yog aie enjoying your AND THEIR ALL I I N ( ROW
s
suppoM
"i
town
hud
to
come
corporations
itmut it.
raCSjaf on,
lid thS friend.
Nearest
Thing in
Brlghtss.
and
lbe
IN- "Ves." gnswurad ths mamber of con.
an:; r direct nun New York City
'J'HERE is no longer any doubt about thf deal ra bill y of i in ouragim;
;
I am hippy
In
others
i' I,
Melange of Humor, singing, Dunc- She may want to visit III" WhltS House enjoy themselves. It gives me pleasAmerican girl In athletics.
Lng ami Mnsieal niuuiacrH.
saperienosd
to
ure
of
ths
relief
think
Washington Htar.
e duy.
The coiupany Includes WooiN and
by people Who do not have to listen
Ward,
the three (.Hilen
Io my spei i bes."
WE LVIIT MUSIC All SATIRE OI Misters; comedians;
.i
ürace Ayleawor Ui MahOney
i,.,s ,!)) i,.
ii r
THE Supreme Couil ol K
Brothers; Mattle ntageraU, wuin r
M.
lOHh I II I
In fi
n
the leglalature of that Stae to provide) for or uul
.Muck and fifteen others.
yog want
Io
in
IWhltC and colored children.
b
"Well " any the somewhat cynical
50c, 75c and $1.00
ALL the newspapers in tin unintry have been rrllii ilug the president person. "I'd like Io have the Imome Admission: 75c, $1 & $1.50, Prices:
.erely on rn i mint of the Mr. Minor Morris nffalr. and now the Miss Nancy .and leisure that woud permit me ot -en- on Sale nl MiiInoiiV TIuh'mIim Taokets will lie on sale at .Ml.lwin
lecture peoplo upon the vanity
M
.1. iniiary
Btsik Sleireio si Leas Vegas Is defeinliug bun. Misfortunes never turne singly.
worldly wealth." Washington Star.
IMtll.

nan "iiii th

ALBUQl'ERQUE, NEW MEXICO

SealsKipt Oysters

i

A

J. 6. BHLDRIDGE

SOUTH FIRST STREET,

Free from preservatives
Freetrom contamination
Free from ice and water
Free from air and dirt

Needs Rubber False Pace.
man walked up to the
Information bureau al the Union depot
last night, and. shoving his face eh.se
tii.. bars. Inquired of PI Howell who
was busy at the telephone, "Wa-wa- tn
what

tin

a it

AR(

Mo., two

i

i

I

R, SHINGLES, AND LATÍ I.
f Windows
J)o,rs
stock
ts, Oils, tirus
Cerricnt, Buildim
'aper, etc. lwavs on land

Washington.

Prom the rural OUlel of Warsaw.
small hoys armed with sawed
utf shot guns set out for In search of
adventures In the untamed west They
had as their destination Los Ango'u a,

e.s.a.4.e

Baldridae's is the Place

too bad thai pi ofessor tn I'tli-baYoung's college should dénbuncij
;
Arlsoiui Mormonism lust .it tin
chologlcal momenl thai Mark Gtuitii

it's

is had
illi Repr

instalment

Beautiful

o.

l

H

Dealers

Six-roo- m

ra nee and

position .in,) republl

Liquor

5-

mi In a

VSHINCJTON report teK un thai Represontativ
nttlami has n,,t sm far made an) move toward
he tail whtch it hnj been tld lie Intended t

$1.00

50c-7- 5c

THIRD
.

MARQUETTE
.

--

asr.

Both Phones

e
a
a
e

aaaaaa4ka,.ska.sellfl

-

-

I

l!laz-away,-

i

'

Saturday, Jan. 20th

Tlie careful attsntion Wg give
to every grdsr we take is largely responsible for our steadily
Liereeslng patronage.

'

j

t

Not Expensive
e
clothes
for ladies are not
they are a positive
many dollars yearly.

Tailor-mad-

Hooligan's

d

MURRAY

,

I

Troubles

-

& MACK

il

nnll-Ntat-

T

'

'

for ladles
ex

sive;

saving of

iRDKR

Shirt Waists Suits,
Everything furnished

$25

-

I

.

t

I

I

I

see-Ins-

"Around the Town"

,

,

Growing Popularity

-

Walking SRirts,

-

Everything furnished

$15

-

Madam Gross
LADIES TAILOR

Room

Bfald Block. ( oner Third
MWI and Railroad Ave.

211.

is full of odd and curious
the world
e.
still ho llmco ...k. u..
thrre
D60D

fto

mnu

",v'ow

llclVC

not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

J

IfeucaOsj, January

1.

1906.
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How to Get Th

m "DREARY SAYS
JOHNSON

SEEK
Mbuprquean

Most rich men were poor a few years ago, but began to gr
and save from $5 to $10 every month by buy
suburban lots in some gi

WIFE

Bisbee

in

There Will Be Some Big Developments I

a Big Bun.
WILL BRING

SPOUSE

BACK

OR SHOOT

See some of the few bargains left in the Eastern Add
Only $10 down; balance, $

THE HACKMAN

in his eye and a
each pocket, John McCcca-T- y
of this ciy is reported to be in this
Dishee looking for Fred Johnson, a
back driver, whom he claims eloped
with his wife from Albuquerque Nuri
Wfek. McCrenry told the Ilisbee authorities he had traced the two to
BlSbee. He said they h:id boufiil
tickets from Albuquerque to El Paso
OVr the Santa Ke, and from El 'BSO
to Biabee over the El Paso & South-extern. He threatens to compel his
wife: to come back with him. and If
Johns1 in interferes, to shoot him.
MeCreary says he was working on
a sheep ranch mar Albuque rojtti and
his wife remained in the city. H
claims to have known that undue in-- i
timui y existed betwee the wo for
When
Sev ral weeks.
Albuquerque w dnesda
found that his vife ha
"With blood

2). K,

prov

no hi

elop

,'hbo
with Johnson,
told him Johni
calli
at Ilis home every night while ho was
away. Johnson was employed as a
hack driver hero.
Ac Tiling to MoOeary's story be
was married to his wife In I.as Vegas
five years ago, and he and Johnson
were rivals. Tie said he left for Denver shortly after the wediling. taking
hlS wife. When Johnson found that
they bad left for "Denver lie went, too,
remaining until Hiey left two yearn
Johnson foltlgo for Albuquerque.
lowed.
Johnson lias not lost an opportunity. MeCreary claims, to visit
his wife when he was away. So far
McCreary's search for his wife and
Johnson h is been fruitless, although
be 111.; watched every back. He Is
positive that they are In Blsbee, and
says he will remain until he find
them. Ho threatens to shoot Johnson
if he interferes with his domestic

SCOTTY

HIS

ON

WAY

INTO

BREAK

President.

SOLOMON

2. Sellers, Agent

ÍHE ANNUA L

l

vcstiKatfon

II. OREER,

W.

1

1

W

Pit
Surety Investrnen

In

S ON

stalt hood flghl enters son,, what Into
Itaynolds, it It taM, op pones joint
Statehood with Arizona, whili
'
and bis sympathisers want sti
separately If possible, but job v lf "
can be had no other way.
It would hi' a boon for the c
New .Mexico could become a
i
that Its ambitious citlzi ns mi

laden with New Mexican sulphur and
tlie sizzling, frying (tames from thai
furnaces of her political wrath. (Jov-- 1
I'l'iior Otero concluded that it Were
far better to become a prívalo ottisen
than to run the gnuiillel of the New
Mexican savages a second time. St),
either for that reason or because the
him a bint that
blent dropped
even the Hough it der presiden! could
not stand another Such month as (
opi'm enemies gave
two years ago,
and he would not lake bancos bv
reappointing him. (iter,, dropped out
of the running ami another man was
selected for governor.
i tu i the president hasn't faced
on
the otero crowd, by any menus. The
new governor is of them; but. being
new, no light was organised
upon
him.
fanned Passion's Flame.
Hut the wrath of the
was kindled to white htal when the
nane- of Janus W. Itaynolds, of Ens
Vegas, was sen: ill for a second term
Itayas secretary of New Mexico
nolds is also an Otero man. He has
been one of Otero's most active Supporter! in tlie past, and is one of Otero's proteges now.
His nomination
has opened up the old feud and fanned it to a while lo at of passion. This
(today stops to
time
as the accuser, and lie lib s a list
of charges against Itaynolds. to which
op
his name with John Kan-isthai equals those Bled
i go against
otero,
gis arc of so serious ,a
(mi an opportunity should
prove them, and If they
to be probably true Ray-- t
be required to disprove
them
A Hard l ighter.

It.

tie tb

aw

till

inflicts

PLAIN

at

bo,,,,.

(

Fight

on

Rapids

Determined

Is

a

One.

runty

all beers. Th" observance of cleanliness and Sterilisation will secure it.
He ah hfulness. combined with
and taste, constitutes real qua
Ity, and these are impossible without
the very best materials and the highest order of treatment
This is what
science and experience teach.
Quality, depending noon the character op materials ami the methods

TO

A

STAGE CAREER
th Valley miner, I
Kcolty. the T
now oiigaged ir another attempt to
BCl
Hie world by the ears by hine- glng his way icross the continent with
an oalli between each two words.
Scully arrived in Alliuquenpie yesterday and remuined in the city a short

time between trains. Scully's collection of choice profanity teems to be
as good as ever but from his actions
is thought that he is beyesterday
ginning tii realise that he does not
till tlie public eye sd completely as at
mo ho mole the trip east on
the
the Bcotl special.
II would appear that Scotty Is not
In Ing boosted as much as of yore by
the Al hl.wm, Topeka and Santa Fa
orporation at least it appeared sig- pártales of hi
nifli ant that be did n
morning meal at th A Varado, bul
i n
restaurant.
w indered over tow n
teen-cedrink
In the bar he took a
and paid for it in pi)
ver with no ties thn
Scotly walks with ti limp and stili
ass its that he is tlie proud possessor
bullet in hi thigh.
of a dum-dubul-i- n
Win tb er bo also has a durn-dubis In id. ho did not state, lie
appears to still retain a realizing sense
of his own remarkable prowess.
Si oily is going to New York to
a well known theatrical man
on a stage
v. itb a viow to embarking
career, it is hardly necessary to add
that Kcotty contémplalos melodrama.
i

i

1
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TOO "TRANSPARENTLY HONEST"

Denver, Colo., Jan. 17. The special
correspondent of the News In Washington sends bis paper tile following
spicy resume of the New Mexico situation al the national capital:
.New Mexico has again broken loose
in Its biennial play of political
pulling. There are always two
to republican politic in New Mexico,
tine side Is composed of the "oiils."
and tlie other .side of the "ins." According to the "outs-- ' the "ins" are
the worst lot of scoundrels that ever
went unhung. Murder, larceny and
bribery are the least conseqin ntlnl
of the crimes charged against them,
and the charges are supported frequently by official records, but always
by affidavits, Two years ago Governor otero was a candidate , for reappointment, and the president sent his
name to the senate. Close on the
h( els of the nomination came a batch
of charges against Otero that would
make Captain Kidd, were he alive, or
high officials of the great Insurance
companies, tremble with terror could
they bo confronted witli them. There
were reams of affidavits and volumes
of excerpts from court records, and
detailed statements of the different
crimes that built up a barbed wl:e
fence of accusations from Which it
seemed impossible Otero should
And a colony of New Movioans
came clear from home to Iho capital
to substantiate
them by word of
mouth.
Catron led the attacking
party, and the sedate supreme court
Judge Mills led the resisting forces.
Cut alter he smoke of battle cleared
away it was found that Otero was not
a bad man at all for a New Mexican,
and was quit good enough for governor of New Mexico. So the commit- tee reported favorably upon bis nonii- nation, and shortly thereafter he was
confirmed.
Two years huve elapsed since then
two years of freedom in Washington from the shrieks and shots of tin
warring New Mexico factions; but now
the Washington atmosphere Is nunln
Ex-Jud- ge
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n
employed, is the real goal for
among brewers.
Materials: To provide the public
with a really good, palatable
wholesome beer of malt, the hlgl
grade bops, superior yeas:, and in
pale beers a sin ill percentage of i
lu all our beers we use tlie best
purest materials, regardless of ( 1st.
Corn we never use although
not excluded by authority, and vis
the advantage of cheapness. We
no substitute of any kind to red
our expense. YVc spare neither me
ra r care to fortify and Increase
and
utat ion.
Treatment and M ilurily: We
ploy only tlie most modern methods ...
brewing: our latest acquisition h
Rodey is m tinforesteel tanks made
front of the light 'ids lime because he '.no glass-line- d
feels Hint his defeat for renomination 'lie Pfaulder Co.. of Rochester, X
for congress Is at the door of the Ot- V. The beer, after leaving Die brew
ero crowd. Rodey was ,1 splendid del- kettles, is conveyed to
fermenting vats. After fermenegate. Ills light for New Mexican
Statehood was earnest. telling anil tation it is lagered (aged) from four
steel
Unceasing No taint of Jobbery attach- to live months in the glass-line- d
ed to his official Si rVlCC. He was InV tanks before f is bottled: thus absopiv too transparently honest and out- lute parity of our beer is insure. i.
spoken for the average New Mexican because it is in giftSS from the time
grafting politician, and they slid him it s brewed until it is consumed.
down the plank Into the ocean of obli- Our present storing capacity of 880,- vion. Hut it look a bo of bribery and 000 liaríais Is more Iban that of air.
double-dealin- g
to bring it about, but! "'be! breweries in the world.
he was beaten. According to every I These facilities enable ns to ag
r the length of lime necessary
rule of decent polities he should have our
been renominated, but Reynolds did1"' guarantee Us parity and maturity
not In printers' ink but In fact.
the work In the convention that pre- POl these reason'
lelltod it
gi s It ivnolds
with all of Bottled Beers, mi
ity ami corruption! and maud a higher
coin-petitio-
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at a cost of over half a million
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stories high,

6aooo,ooo Bottles of Budweiier,
These GliM Knamcleti Steel
Tanks were manufactured and
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Tllc c0,"')ine(1 rapacity of the
200 tanks is 2co'000 Barrels, or
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Each (,lass ,ank weighs 16
Tote, is 70 ieet long, 9 feet in
diameter, ami holds 1,000 barrels
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Quality oi Beer Depends l' pon
rioritv of Materials, Trentm
ami Maturity.

Albuquly!
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rctlire eight months' time
to manufacture them, and over five
miles of freight cars to tlcliver them
inS,all",L,nt'

TheP"

superiority

an.l storing of Ueer has decided
(he Anheuser-Busc- h
Brewing
'n lo ca,lV the entire brewerv with tnese Class Kn.iin
-
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In addi- argi s specific.
hal while Raynolds was
or
Mero ti. aim absi lit
ilory he pa rdOTll '1
itorlous criminals, Infer- intiaily from Corrupt niotivi s: that he
o manipula! d his office (In Is now
secretary "I" the I' rrllory) that he
Hero secured Immense areas of
public lands, and now hold tin m as a
Sheep ranch. These ami many Othei
(

crimes

are

registered

against

R
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beer,

a

gre 'tor
beers.
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Holds and Rodey wants then Investí-rted- .
II" Should be made to pr e
them or he forced to retract The
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i.ot i: POB BREAD
ru n not si:()l Nl)
ONLY Al A.
i

RRHUIiTH,
MALOI S.
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I

McSpndilen. the excltange ninn. 300
South Broadway.
ti viii its iefllt KVBRVnODV.
Made in everv shape and style, To
bold ledgers, order Idanks. duidical"
aiel till matter used
Htutenienl
We do all the
111
loose leaf form.
Call us up
W('Ü in our own shop.

Uhe Future Psailroad Center

nix-el- s

lili

I

We Will ShOW

Located on the Helen

VOU.

CO..
II. S. LlTlltiOW
witli tlie Journal.
ib ikhi mil i s.
(Small Holding Claim .No. 327.)
Notice for Publicaron.
o

Department of the interior, United
St itei Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M..
.
.Ian. 10. 180.
Notiie is hereby given that the foilowlng-name- d
claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make un.final
I. i
f in support of his claim
!
sections Hi and 17 of the act of Mar h
.:. istii (6 Sttits.. S54), as amended
by the tot of February 21, 1S93, (27
Stats., 478), and that said proof will
l,e made before C. S. court commissioner tit san Rafael, N. M.. on Feb,
Pío Sarracino, heir of
15, 1(06, viz.:
Jose Antonio Sarracino, deceased, for

be S. If. C. No. 327. In lot 1, Sec. 2n,
lot
Sec. 17 and 2", and lot 3, Sees.
16 and 17. T. 18 N., R. 7 W.
He lililíes the following witnesses

The new City

-

"

of Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,

above-meniione-

cross-examin-

of The Atchison

N. M., is at the junction

from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles,
'

The Helen Uotvn and Impro
(INCOItPOHATFO)

ARK T1IR OWNEliS OF TUM BLBN TOWNSITF, Consisting of ONE THOJSAND BUSINL: 'S AND RESIDENCE LOTS
center of the NEW C1TV and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe 11
a mile long, (capacity of KStaty miles of side truck) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots, HAlO'l

THE CITY OF

l

to prove hi actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty veils next preceding the survey of
the township, vis.: Oorgonlo Figueroa,
of Cubero, N. M.; Pablo Lucero, Cu-l-of.i
Cubero, N. M.; Bautista Baca, of
ro, N. M.: Juan D. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
Any person who deslren to protest
against Ihc allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
ni, lei- the iaWS and regulations of th
proni
inteilor department why suen
should not be allowed will be glverwan
u
opportunity at the
e
the
ti,,,,. and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted bv claimant.
MANFUL R. OTEBO, Register.

Cut-o-- J-

Has a population ot 1600, nn.l several large Mercantile Houses, The Belen Patent Roller Mills, capacity 1 r.O barrels dally
From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, East and Vcst, to all points In the
All fast limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Helen to Chicago, Kanse City. Oalveston and the Pacific
twu churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. it needs right now ti nasery, tailoring osiaiuisnmeni. n
mny remain on note mid morig
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. One third of purchase money cash:
For further particular and prices of lota ci.ll
given. COME EARLY IF YOU vVlSH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS.
In New Mexico.

two-thir-

JOHJi

The Belen Towi and ImprtibUquerque

BCKE.

Vrejident

PAGE
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GAR CLEANER IS

M
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ALBUQUERQUE

Under

MAN

ALL CLASSIFIED Al CEUTIs KM K N TK PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

WANTED.
WANTED Girl about 14 years old
to assist with housework. 613 South
Second street.
WANTED Deaf people to
and Inly the Acoustlcon to the
ear what spectacles are to the eye.
Call at
Kindergarten.
Commercial
flub building, forenoons. Miss Ad.i
Phiibrlck.
ri
WANTED Two first class waiters
M once at Santa Fe restaurant, un- Savoy hotel.
WANTED.
Typewriting and general stenographic work. C H. Davidson, Knorn 2, N. T. Armijo.
j2
WANTED A girl for housework.
Apply 315 South Third st.
tf
AM kinds of first-clWANTED
y
and sonographic work
by Miss Blackall at the Alvarado, 9 to

THE BELL HAS RUNG ON
POSSIBLE

Comforts and Blankets

NEW INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

Engine Wheels.
Dr. George w. Harneen of this city
returned yesterday from Santa Fe.
where he has been on business, tt
is understood from advices received
fn.m ggnta Fe that Ur. Harrison
would o. .i object to the nomination'
as New Mexico insurance com mis. ion
er. Ihe position which was held by tho
kite Pedro Parea, Dr. Marrieon could
not be aeen last night to verify or
den Ihe rumor, it is mid that the
iiiiiin of Abel Perea, son of the late
commissioner, has also been brought
forward as a candidate for the position.
There are rtunors in Manta Fe of
the possibility of M. O, Burauin v ie
the position of superintendent of
Interritorial penitentiary, and ii is
understood that a candidate for this
ositlon his appeared in the person of
J,
Wood of Santa Pa, a mail clerk
on the New Mexico division of the
Rio Grande railway,
Denver

ar

I

HEAD OF

UNFORTUNATE

IS REDUCED

MAN

TO

PULP

A

Igna lo. Armijo, a CM leaner In the
employ of the Santa F company, was
literally beheaded i.y engine X39 on
opposite tin- Alva radio hotrark No.
tel this morning al IS: 1 0,
Armijo and three com pan lonn cone
up from the round house each nigh:
t4i wiir. til.
windows on the Chicago
limited. Armijo and a companion had
a movable platform on the east aMe
Of (he train and wr.- engaged in wiping the nrindowa when tin' engine
hhh ha. I Just come in on a $4
fifiicht camt' backing down to the
round houae on the tfai k adjoining
thf one on which he limited stood.
a bystander aaw Armijo standing
on the round on the track III front
of the approai hlng engine and wan
about lo yell to him to get out of tin'
way. Th n the engine came between
Exactly what posihim and Armijo,
tion the mon was in when Struck will
perhaps never be known. Hie head
an cmehed to a pulp
under 'i
tehee ti of the engine, hut the body
wax not mutilated.
The I. oily was dragged some six
feet by the engine anil the blouse ai .i
overalls were badly torn.
Armijo wan about r. yean or off
and lived it llarelas, where i rife
and family of four children survive,
him.
Re has been employed by Hi
eVi- company for some year. It
dent that he did not hear the engin
backing down the traofc toward him.
After the accident happened his
tamnantone took one horrified look,
in the direction of
and then stamiM-dethe round house, and It was not until
the foieman of the oar cleaning gang
rounded all bin men up that it could
be gajMrtained who a ta killed.
Constable James Smith and Undertaker Andrew Mordéis Were untitle
and took charge of the remains, a
coroner's jury win be Impanneled thin
morning to Investigate the ase.
The 839. the engine which killed
the man. was In charge of Engine"
and was running al very kw
rate of epiad when It struck the man.
-
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WINTER

ALMOST

TO

DEATH
AUTO

FREEZES

ftt f

What part of this paper do you
iiippose Is the most Interesting to 'he
person who I eagerly looking for a
furnished room or boarding place'.'
Is your ad in that pnrt of the paper'
Do yon warn to get
Small capital required.
tin-

-

exchange

At The Globe Store

a p.

Pupils In Spanish. ProfT
Monloya.
220 North High gtreet. tf
WANTED Sewing by experienced
dressmaker, 109 North Walter. Old
tf
phone 180.
WANTED If you want to buy, sell
or exchange anything, talk with F. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
tf
WANTED To exchange a ftOOJ
Í1.X00 business lor city property. F.
L. McSpadden. 300 SouUjBroa4way.
FOB SALE.
TOR SALE Three good young general purpose horses; will work .singb'
or doable.
J. it.:
Must rail aulck.

AND GO THEY MUST.

Spring is not here by several
months, but that season of the year is coming in due time
and e must have room for one of the newest, most complete
and most attractive stocks of Spring fabrics ever brought to
the City of Albuquerque. To get that room it is necessary to clear out
the heavy goods, and ihe offerings of COMFORTS and BLANKETS
prove of interest to all housekeepers,

v

Whit

Ho,

nns list?

Hpnd-tacke-

I

n
men.
art lean I,
Professional
lee? What do yog do with your
DrofoaslonaJ and trade lournalaf You
surely do not throw them away? Let'
talk over this matter of having them
bound, thus saving the valuable matter con: lined in these magazines.
II. s. ilTHGOW A CO..
Bookbinder at the journal OfBcc.
mo-cha-

90.

No. 3.

hand-tack-

d,

Heavy

Sateen-covere-

warm, hut soft and fluffy ; bargain-hunter- s
real thing at $3.50. Our Price, each

FINANCE AND COMMERCE

New

4.- -

wool-fille-

d,

No, 5.

Pure
fort that uould

hand-tacke- d

with silk ribbon; an elegant
cheap at $7.00 of anyone's money, Ouf Price, each
wool-fille-

lie

d,

hand-tacke-

d

.

d
do pref
New Jersey Central
'h.'Sapeake i i ihio
SI. I'aul

.104
.2 IT.

P

6

I

llig Four
Colorado

sanibar-

$3.25
com-

$4.50

BLANKET PRICES

TRIP

. .

a Southern

..

. .

do ftrel preferred
do second preferred

. .

.

.

.

.

wool-mixe- d

1

.

.

all-wo-

70'- r.4

4

Ros-We-

ll

-

i

I

T
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The Blankets and Comforts quoted bore are all new

clean and bright, and perfect in
At present market values cannot be bought wholesale for the prices we
every particular.
are offering them at retail. Don't miss this opportunity.
Is,

At this season of the year you hear a great

deal about

Ladies9 Muslin Underwear
We have a few numbers of these goodl on hand and request the ladies of AlbuqttSfque to
them. ( )ur stock is badly broken as a result of the prices we advertised the first of the
month, but many real good'thingl are in the store. In making an inspection of our stiKk of
dainty underwear in muslin remember that we are not offering the cheap stuff made and
sold in assortments especially for
"special sales', at this time of the year, but arc
showing our regular goods. However, w hen our purchases for Spring are received prices will
be materially advanced because of tho increased cost of this class of merchandise.
It will colt
idling to make comparisons both as to quality and price, and we honestly believe thai GLOBE
STORE quality and prices will save you money this statement holds good on every article
w e carry at any time of the year.
111

SHOES! SHOES! SHOES!
THE GLOBE STORE SHOE DEPARTMENT

IS

STILL AT THE HEAD OF THE

procession in the City of Albuquerque : Quality, Style, Fit, and Finish are the ingredient
necessary to a successful shoe business, and these ingredients have been so carefully and
judiciously mixed by us in building up our shoe trade that we can lake care of VOUT everv
want in fin it wear. We carry

Fre-QUen-

-0

or

-I

li

Apply room 7.
J20
Forroom,RENT.- - Nicely furnished
front
ground lloor. 314 Kelchcr
1

avenue.
tf
house,
EoR RENT One
furnished or unfurnished.
Call 111
West Coal avenue.
tf
Full UK NT Two furnished front
rooms for gentlemen only. No Inval
Ids need apply. Enquire 525 South
Amo.
tf
"
FO RRE NT Furnished
room, all
conveniences; board If desired. 415
North Second st.
tf
FOR RENT Apartments In Park
View Terrace, elffht rooms each, modern equipment throughout. H. H.
TH-tn-

Burt Shoes, Case Shoes
Diamond Brand Shoes
Baby Shoes, Children's Shoes
Ladies' Shoes, Men's Shoes

.

a-

1

.

8.

ele-ga- nt

be-'w-

:

v.
N. T. Arlmilo Bldg.
Room
Tuberculosis treated with High
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
4 p. m. Trained nurse in attendance.
Both 'phones.
DR?J. D. NUSBAUM
Practice limited to diseases of the
Bar, Nose. Throat and Lungs.
Rooms 14 and 16 Grant block. Office hours. 8 to 10 a. m.. 3 to 5 p. m.
Telephones, Colorado 154. Auto. 272.
DR. C. H. CONNER
Osteopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
All
diseases sucessfullv treated.
Iffloe, the Harnett Building.
stU
!) to 12 a. m.
Hours:
and 2 to 4 p. m.
FOR SALE Fine team driving; and
Both Telephones.
riding ponies, kind nnd gentle; high- - DR. J. H. WROTHd
grade double harness, one
Physician and Surgeon.
t.
Albtniueruue. N. M.
trap, one
Dr. Cutter, SanDR. J. E. BRONSON
ta Fe hospital.
Homeopathic.
FiTiT SA I.E.
Physician and Surgeon.
Indian trading post.
flood location and a paving business.
Room 17 Whiting Block.
T. I j. McSpadden, 300 B. Hroadway. tf DR. W. G. SHADRAOH
Practice Limited
FOR SALE. - Huy a home on easy
aj mi nis. I have two snaps. T. L. Oculist Eye. Bar. Nose, Throat.
and
for Santa Fe coast
McSpadden. 300 S. Uroadway.
tf lines. Office Aurlst
313
W.
av.
fiTr salí ii: TRADE. Ranchea Hours--- !) to 12 a. nu, Railroad
1.30 to 6 p. m.
from $!ino to $ .000. T. L. McSpad- NURSE.
den. 300 S. Hroadway.
tf MISS PROFESSIONAL
RUTH E. MIU.HTTE
Thirty
SALE.FOR
hives of bees
Professional Nurse.
it $2.50 per hive.
E. Hunt, North Swedish Massage. Manual Movements.
jlK I'liotophorla
Fourth street.
and Hvdriatle Treatments, such as Vapor Baths. Salt
1'olf sALE OR RENT On easy Glows.
Fomentations. Hot and Cold to
terms, the best fruit, market garden the Spine,
and Cold Mitten Friction,
and pasture ranch in New Mexico. A. given at Room Dt. Harnett
building,
.leiii n.
tf by Miss Ruth E. Millette. graduate
office.
'
nurse
from
BaUle
)
gooilT
reekSanltarlum.
F( tl SALE A
well broken
pony, with saddle and bridle. Will be
ji:TisTs; "
sold cheap. Address Colorado phone DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and IK Grant Block, over
POR SALE Two lots on iron ave- the Golden Rule Drv Goods company.
ic Phone 272; Colorado. 164.
nue, near Hill street, $150 each. One Automat
É. J.
ALGER. D. D. S.
lot on Hill street near Coal avenue.
Offices: ArimljO block. onpoBlte GolDr. E. N. Wilson, Room 2, Armijo den Rule, office hours.
8:0 a. m. to
tf
building.
12:30 n. m.: 1:20 to 6 p. m. Autotelephone
matic
462.
Appointments
FOR SALE. Four EotS M North mane tiv
Fourth street, the only 'uts left op- DR. L. E.liil.
ERVIN
posite the park. O. W. Strong's Sons.
Dentist.
Auto
u91.
TRADE. -- A re you Rooms 21 and Phone
FOR SALE
22 Burnett Buildlnir.
interested In mines. I have some said
to lie good deals. Talk with me. T.
ARCHITECTS.
tf F. W. SPENCER
L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadway.
FOR SALE I have some good val- V. O. WALLINGFORD
ues In residence property. See me be- Rooms 46 andArchitects.
'.?. 'arnett Julldlng.
fore you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 300
Both 'Phones
tf
South Broadway.
LADIES TAILORING.
FOR SALE. FOR SALE.-hri- ck
M E (HI OSS '(
NF W YÓ'rK
house, new with 8 lots, $2.100. M ADA
Ladleg. I am here to spend
Dear
Go
room 10 Armijo bldg. tf an unlimited
Rankin
amount of money toopen
as fine a custom tailoring establishFOR HI NT.
ment as you will find west of New
FOR RENT Two rooms for light York. Call and place vour orders before the rush. Satisfaction guaranteed.
housekeeping. 323 South Fifth st.
Railroad Avenue, over Ilfeld's.
wishing
Room 26.
FOR RENT to persons
private rooms with board. The
I NDEIITAKEKS.
residence of Nathan Barth. 422
BORDERS
North Slxlh street, has been neatly
City Undertaker.
furnished and will start Monday. Jan
uary 22. as a first class private board- Black or white hearse, $5.00. Coming and rooming house. Large airy mercial Club Building. Auto telephone,
rooms, reception hall and
parlors, 31B;
red 115. Albuquerque,
double porches, large grounds. Phone New Colorado,
Mexico.
NO. 688.
Terms reasonable.
FOR RENT--Nice- ly
furnished front
room, electric light and bath! no 1n- Thornton, the Expert
valldai oall mornings. 606 West 111- -'
IS NOT
ver.
tf
DEAD
For RENT. one fine office room, TRY HIM ON STEAM CARPET
facing Railroad avenue in St. Clair CLEANING, MOVING. PACKING
building. Inquire room 14.
tf SHIPPING AM) GENERAL HOI'SE
FOR RENT Pleasant rooms ami CLEANING. STOVE REPAIRING.
124 South Cull up either 'phone.
board in modern house.
Edith street.
tf
FOR RENT. -- Two line large of-fe rooms facing Railroad avenue in
N. T. Armijo building.
Steam heal.

)'
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1
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.. 4!l7s
Brie
E. A. Winter, who spent last WOI
. . 160
Manhattan
tit ItoHwell looking for a location In Mel ropolltan
. . 1164
. .104
establish himself In business, has r
Missouri Pacific
. . 153'j
turned to Santa IV after an experi- New York Central
. .141
ence on the "ii. .w bound plains betWW n Pennsylvania
Fran
Itoswell and Torrance that he will St. I.ouls & San
. . 48
second preferred
never forget.
fi'.i
Mr. winter as told In the Homing Southern Pacific
Union
Pacific
7'i
only
passenger
on
Journal, was the
44Tb
United Btatet Bteel
the llrst automobile car to leave
109S,
do preferred
for Tormnce on Wednesday. Jan93 '
uary II, The trip from i:,. sw.ii in Western Union
United states Bonda;
.Midway was wilhoui Incident cvc p
10.11s
that a strong wind and the glare fr.ni Refunding 2s. registered
do coupon
IMH
the snow made ll very unpleasant. Af
102 'i
icr leaving Midway, however, the au- Regtotared .'is
191
do coupon
tomobile broke down in a enow drift
103
It took some time to make repairs ild 4s, registered
103
do con pon
and the BUtO Mobile returned to tin
129 M
Midway shed to remain over night N'. w 4s. registered
130 I j
do coupon
The next day an early start was made
Midway
but a few miles from
the an
Ihe Metals.
torn. dill.- again broke down In tin
New York. Jan. 17. Copper bid
enow. It was repaired and proceeded
quite a sharp break abroad also, with
another mile and a half and then w i spot losing at (71, 5s and futurea at
out of business completely
It was "
fce,
was
Locally the market
76.
ih qUlat, bUl
o'clock in the afternoon
ni l
acted unsettled with Illto
Mr
wail
Winter
chauffeur advised
inois thai Lake and Electrolytic could
to a ranch Rfteen ml lee distant.
be secured for forward shipment, as
Mr. Winter started In the direction
low as 11.17.
of the ranch and walked and walk.-Lake and Electrolytic are generally
through the MOW until tired oul. lb
note, at IMOfl 1V75, and Casting
laid down for ten minutes in the snow
18.2r.4i 18.n0.
hut aroused himself again t.i
keep at Lagd
w is
s fid lower at
16. 101
Is
only
d
to
to
freezing
death,
from
In Loudon.
was
local
The
market
enBOVer that he bail lost hi bearings
at
dull
1.1001.11.
tirely. By, this time the wind was
Speller also was lower at London,
blowing piercing cold and Mr Win i
s. but qttlel and Bit
closing at 27.
nought to retrace his steps lo the all Ichanged
al I.0090.M in the
local
tomoblle. He walked over the froten mat ki t.
plain and among low foothills Until
:.';,; Mexican dollars, 50.
Sliver.
3:lii In the morning, without food o
t
by
any means to warm himself esce
Chicago Hoard of Trade.
exercise, when he saw the top of th
Chicago, Jan. 17. Improved weatb- abandoned automobile in front of him er in Argentina was the cause yf a
It took bin remaining strength t Climb moderate decline today in the local
Into the rear box of the vehicle and wheat market.
Opening price was
rover himself w ith a wagon sin et to SI4J to
After a drop lo 7t
to
Soon
framing
death.
keep from
the market dosed at h 7 ''i y
afterward, a second automobile came
May corn opened at tr.'-t,sold
Up and Mr Winter was taken buck to
45', ami closed at IftVt
and
i
Itoswell, from when he returned to
Hanta re by railroad route, fully ConI
May oats opened at 31
lo
vinced thai Itoswell Ih ax far from sidd up to 324i
, nnd eloaed
32.
nt
Santa ( as Santa Ke is from Alaska
- Pit J
Mr. Winter has given up the Idea f
jive Rtock.
K hi
locating at Itoswell. but may rom, t
Kansas I 'Ity. Mo.. Jan. 7. Cattle- - -Albuuqerque to establish himself in Receipts, t.000; in lulling 400 south
business in i
rus. Market ete' dy to 10c high r
steers. 14.0041 .1.90; southern.
Native
Supreme Court.
steers.
t.M0 4. 71 i aouthern powwa.
The ittprofne court continued ll I2.00Í 3.á0;
native cows and heifers
session at 10 o lo. k yesterday morn- 11.000 4.11
and fmdere,
etockeri
lbCapitol
in
In
the
chambers
ing
I2.3.1WI.M!
$3.O04r4.i0;
hulls.
Eliding in Sania Fe.
fed
western
IS.nOni 7 00;
calves.
The following buelneiw wan Iran
cow.
steers 13.00'íi t.7.". southern
netcd
12.2.1 4i 3.7.V
Case No. 1106. entitled Jamen N.
f. 000.
Sheep- - Receipts,
Mnrkct
Upton, appellee, ve. the Santa Rita steady. Muttons, 14.10 Ti .1.90; lambs.
Mining Co., appellant: argued an 1.1. r.Oti 7.3.1; range wethers, ffiJiOli
Wilson, attorney for ap- 6.3.1;
submitted
fed ewes. 14.0041 5.50.
pellee, und llarllee and Chlldcra
for appellant.
St. Louis WtMd.
Cana No. noe, entitled the Ran ta
St. Imis. Mo.. Jan. 17. Wool
Rita Mining Co.. plaintiff In error, v. Steady; unchanged.
Jame N. I'pton, defendant in error,
Clilciigo Mvg stis k.
llarllee and
argued und submitted,
Chicago. Jan. 17. Cattle Receipts
t'hilders attomeya for plaintiff und
18,000. Market strong to 10c higher.
Wllion. attorney for defendant.
Owe No. 1097, entitled First Nation beeves. I3.714f 6.21; cows and heifers,
slock rs and feeders.
al I tank of A Ihtiquevque, uppellee. V. 11.504.50;
George F. Albright et ill., appellant. lt.eO04.OO; Texana, 13.604 4.25.
keep Recelpta, 2r.,ooo.
gtgfkel
M. Mi lien and Haynolds, attomeya for
ffKeep, $4.004i 6.85; Inmbs.
uppeilc and Prlch ird and Clancy at st. adv.
V
14.75 5.85.
lorneye for appellants.

PHYSICIANS.

DR. R. L. HUST

12--

No. .,. White,
in size, weight five and a half xunds. finished in the
best Style, fine and soft; blankets of this weight and quality are considered great bar.'
)ur Price, each
gains at $8.00.
$6.50

:t.'.

PROFESSIONAL.

--

Silver grey, 10-- 4 in size, weight 5 pounds,
with
cot
some
ton, nicely bound; a good article in every respect and the same grade has been sold
in this city this season at $4.00. Our Price, each
$2.50

No.

11--

107

Ad-dic-

:

No. 2. Silver grey, all wool,
in size, weight five and a hajf pounds, nicely
finished and honest all through; a blanket worth $6.00 in any store. Our Price.. $4. 50

..114

--

run-a-bou-

I

ON

Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as $10.00 and as high as $200.00.
Loans are auicklv made and Btrlctly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshln tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 nd 4. Grant Bldir.
PRIVATE nFFK'ES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
SOUcm l ta i a! A venue.
$T000 TO LOAN on good real estate.
at 8 per cent. P. O. Box 218.
.
MALE HELP WANTED.
".SALESMAN WANTED Well equips
ped salesman to call on physicians. A
vprv exceptional opportunity is offered
for immediate work: state age and ex.
Iierieni e. Lock Box S5H Philadelphia.
WANTED Strong, healthy man to
do firm work at (Heckler's farm, tf
WANTED.
Two dairymen capable
of milking and caring for twenty-fiv- e
cows each. Matthews' Jersey Dairy, tf
WANTED
Three young men to
prepare for desirable positions In
government
service. Good salary.
s,
Fine opportunity for promotion.
Xo. ;n;n Journal ! ifflce.
On

-

i

All bison

'

two-seate-

$2.25

Elegant, fine silkoKne-coverewith silk ribbon,
large
warm and fluffy; a comfort that would he advertised as a wonderful
tary,
gain by many stores at $5.00. Our Price, each

No.
Wall Street.
York. Jan. 17. The feature
of today's stock market vas the revival of speculative operations in R
number of BtOi ks which have been
exhaustively exploited in the speoil- and
iiiou of the Immediate past
of
winch pgmed through a period
profit taking subsequent lo that speculation.
Cloaing stock list:
11 tí
Amalgamated Copper
180
Sugar
IBS
Ana. onda

ed

handsomely quilted, sanitary,
larfc and
in comforts would consider them the

wool-fille- d,

d,

PERSONAL .PROPERTY. LOANf.

.12

-

Heavy Silkoline Covered, wool-fillewith Germantown yarn; a
fluffy, sanitary, warm comfort that would be considered a big bargain at "special
.des" for $3.00, Our Price, each
,$l,6i

No. 2.

msB
Money to Loan
UNtON

1)

oí m

Covered, White Cotton-filled- ,
d
with Germantown yarn,
nicely finished; Comforts ii this tirade have never lujen sold in Albuquerque for less
Nir 'rice, each
than $1.50.

e.424SouthEdlthnt.

POR SALE Five dosen Rood hickens; mixed breeds; will sell In lots of
one dozen or more.
Call or address
i1
A. S. liixler. 7.15 East St.
Bay pony; warranted
BALE
For
gentle to ride or drive; $12 if sold
.119
Apply to J. D. Emmons.
soon.
P"OR SALÉ --Houaehold goods nt n
barjrain if sold at once; folding bed.
ronches, rugs, center tables, dinins
table, chairs and rockers. A. C. Potter. r,0N South Fourth st.
It
FOR BALE
Horses for riding or
driving, prices from $15 up; also some
farm wagons, one camp wagon and
two light spring wagons. C. W. Hunter. Highland Livery barn, 112 St.

ad-lie-

tf

jzi

m.

WANTED

COMFORT PRICES

Into bu luces,
Sec Mc'
man. :tuo s. Uroud-wa-

m:i: voi in

af

here made will certainl

ltO.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

it

ft

DEPOT

Armijo Ground

BEf

SUCCESSOR 10

DECAPITATED AT
LOCAL

Thursday. January 18.

at prices ranging from 5 cents per pair to $7.00, and have on our shelves over two hundred styles to select from. Don't you think you can find what you have leen looking lor in a
Stock f that size'.' We do. Come in and make one effort, you will be pleased with the result.

room 19 Grant Block.
tf
LOST AND HUM).
I.OST A collector's book. Indexed,
containing bills with heading E. F.
Weed; return to Morning Journal and

receive reVl'dj

S

."bakeries".

ru

BR BAD, PIES AND CAKES
to nnv part of the city, wedding cakes u specialty: satisfaction
8. N. Balling. Pioneer
iruar.mteed.
DE-Hvr-

Bakery.
It

South First street.
ATTORNEYS.
W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Office In First National bank
207

Alhuiiueriuiy

N, if..

NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
The annual meeting of the
Building
of the
and loin Association will be held on
Htock-holde-

Thursday evening. January

I

JUST IMPRESS YOUR MIND WITH THE FACT THAT THE

BIG GLOBE SIGN

--

On

West Railroad Avenue marks the entrance to Albuquerque's Store
of Reliability. Your money back

if

you want it.

25.

1

90(5.

at s o'clock. In the secretary's office,
room li. Grant block, for the transaction of such business as may come

before said meeting.
II. II. TIITOX. Secretary.
Albuquerque, N. M. Jan. 17, 1906.

LET ME CLEAN THAT OFFICE.
1108
DEVIN,
MOUNTAIN

0.
I.
ROAD.

L. C. Wymer hus a few good cows
left that he will sell out at a bargain.
Call and see them at stable on Copper
avenue, near O. W. Strong's.

BASKET BALL GAME FRIDAY
EVENING. JAM VIIV lih. AT THE
CASINO. A, 11. s. vs. MAJORS.

4. FLEISCHER
fceal

Estate and Loans,

Fire Insurance.
Surety Bonds.

2I2VÍ South Second Street.
Automatic 'Phone 328.
I OR SALE.
$2,600
brick cottage, bath,
electric IlghU, barn, corner lot, 60x
142; N. Second street.
$1,160 4 -- room frame cottage, N. 1st
St.; lot 50x142, trees,
sidewalk;
$500 cash, balance on time.
$2.600
frame dwelling, bath, frees, windmill; S. Edith
.St

feet.

frame, new, barn,
shade trees, city water, high location.
$2.000
frame cottage, bath,
etc.; S. Amo street.
$1,100
frame cottage, bath,
decirle lights, close In.
$6,500- - 4 double houses, close In, Income $80 per month; a good investment. Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
Some good business properties for
sale.
$1,600 New
frame cottage,
well built, near shop; easy payments.
$3,300
brick, suitable for rooming or boarding housa
on Highlands
$2,600
frame, bath, electrlo
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 75x142.
Fourth ward.
$3,600
frame cottage, elegant
residence. West Tijeras ave.
$1.300
frame, near shops
$1,200
frame cottage; new;
North Eighth st.; easy term3.
$3,000
modern
brick dwelling; bath; gas; electrlo
lights; barn.
$3,300
brick cottage; modern
well built; large cellar; good barn;
trees and lawn; fine location. West
Tijeras road.
$2,700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built. 8.
A mo st.
$2.300
frame cottage; modern conveniences, trees and shrub-- j
bery, corner lot, 50x142.
$1,000
frame cottage; trees
and shrubbery; near shops.
Money to l oan on Good Rrnl Estate
at Low Rates of Interest.
$1,300

two-stor-

y,

